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Abstract
In this thesis, we develop wavelet surface wavelet representations for complex sur-
faces, with the goal of demonstrating their potential for 3D scientific and engineering
computing applications. Surface wavelets were originally developed for representing
geometric objects in a multiresolution format in computer graphics. However, we
further extend the construction of surface wavelets and prove the existence of a large
class of multiwavelets in R' with vanishing moments around corners that are well
suited for complex geometries. These wavelets share all of the major advantages of
conventional wavelets, in that they provide an analysis tool for studying data, func-
tions and operators at different scales. However, unlike conventional wavelets, which
are restricted to uniform grids, surface wavelets have the power to perform signal
processing operations on complex meshes, such as those encountered in finite element
modeling. This motivates the study of surface wavelets as an efficient representation
for the modeling and simulation of physical processes. We show how surface wavelets
can be applied to partial differential equations, cast in the integral form. We analyze
and implement the wavelet approach for a model 3D potential problem using a surface
wavelet basis with linear interpolating properties. We show both theoretically and ex-
perimentally that an O(h') convergence rate, h, being the mesh size, can be obtained
by retaining only O((logN)2N) entries in the discrete operator matrix, where N is the
number of unknowns. Moreover our theoretical proof of accuracy vs compression is
applicable to a large class of Calder6n-Zygmund integral operators. In principle, this
convergence analysis may be extended to higher order wavelets with greater vanishing
moment. This results in higher convergence and greater compression.
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See [22] for many of these definitions.
1. Multiindex notation for Dau(x): Let o = (a1,. .. , a2), where ai E Z+ and let
|al = a,1+... + a2,
then
D'u~x) - 11U (x)
19x1 ... axa-n
2. LPOC(U) = {u: U -+ Rjv E L(V) for each V compactly contained in U}.
3. Cl(U): Compactly Ck(U).
4. Ck(U): {u : U -+ R u is k-times continuously differentiable }
5. Weak derative: Suppose u, v E L, and a is a multiindex. We say that v is
the aoh-weak partial derivative of u, written
D'u = v,
provided
j uD"#dx = (-1)Ia" j vqdx
for all test functions # E Co (U).
6. Wk'P(U): The Sobolev space consists of all locally summable functions u : U -+
R such that for each multiindex a with Ia < k, D'u exists in the weak sense and
belongs to L'(U).
7. Ho(U): Compactly supported Sobolev space WkeP(U) with p = 2.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
During the past two decades, wavelet representations have emerged as a powerful
new tool for signal processing and mathematical analysis. The power of wavelets
lies in their ability to dissect data, functions and operators according to the scale of
the features that are present. This allows us to develop fast algorithms to extract
information of interest and represent it in a compact form.
The origin of wavelets dates back to the beginning of the 20th century with the
development of the first orthogonal wavelet by Haar. The field further developed
independently in areas such as mathematics (Calder6n-Zygmund operator theory),
physics (Coherent state and renormalization group theory) and electrical engineering
(Subband coding theory and filterbanks).
Many of these ideas merged in the 80's with the development of Wavelets by re-
searchers such as Morlet, Arens, Fourgeau and Giard [30] , Morlet [29], and Grossman
and Morlet [27]. Most notably the multiresolution framework by Meyer and Mallat,
which with together with filter bank theory led to the discrete wavelet transform.
However, it was not until the development of compactly supported orthogonal and
biorthogonal wavelets by Ingrid Daubechies [21] that wavelets extended substantially
to other domains. In particular, wavelet theory has revolutionized Signal and Image
processing. Such authors as P.P. Vaidyanathan and Martin Vetterli have extensively
written about this field.
More recently M-band wavelets [46, 48] and Multiwavelets [1, 25] extend the con-
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cept of wavelets to vector wavelets. Furthermore, W. Sweldens develops a new frame-
work, called Lifting, to construct wavelets over finite irregular grids [40, 41]. As
pointed out in this thesis this concept permits a generalization of Multiwavelet to ir-
regular grids. Although independently Dahmen, Carnicer and Peia developed a sim-
ilar wavelet construction tool termed Stable Completion [10], which may be though as
a generalization of Lifting, however, we shall apply Lifting extensively in this thesis.
Wavelets have already been shown to be conceptually attractive for problems in
computational mechanics, where one is often interested in studying local features such
as shocks, stress concentrations and other discontinuities (see e.g. [5, 6, 7, 47]). In fact,
a considerable body of literature now exists on the application of wavelet techniques
to the solution of partial differential equations (PDEs), in particular in the field of
integral equations [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 1, 2, 8, 10, 11, 12, 24, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38].
Much of the current research in wavelets for the numerical solution of integral
operators dwells on Multiwavelet constructions. Traditional wavelets suffer from the
drawback that they do not form a basis for finite domains. This problem has led
to the development of Multiwavelets by Alpert [1]. However, such constructions are
limited to tensor products of ID Multiwavelets. In contrast, Petersdorff and Schwab
[34, 35, 36] develop a 2D Multiwavelet scheme to solve boundary element problems
over arbitrary surfaces in 3D. This method consists of mapping flat 2D polynomial
multiwavelets patches onto the 3D geometry. However, these wavelets are ill suited
for geometries with corners, where the compression is low, and up to our knowledge,
there exists no practical implementation of Petersdoff scheme for linear or higher
order wavelets.
Alternate work by Alpert et al [2] consists of forming sparse representations by
sampling the kernel of the integral equation. This method consists of mapping a finite
set of points in 1D to a discrete orthonormal pseudo wavelet basis with vanishing
moments in a discrete sense. This basis construction is then applied to solve integral
operators. The kernel is first sampled at n discrete points with a quadrature scheme.
A sparse representation is achieved by applying the discrete wavelet mapping to
the quadrature matrix. This sparse form representation retains the full accuracy of
14
quadrature method but only requires O(n log2 (n)) computations. This method is
applicable to a large class of integral equations. However, applications are limited to
1D problems.
To quote Wolfgang Dahmen:"It is fair to say that wavelet analysis as it stands
has by far not yet reached a steady state in this field. As promising as many of the
underlying concepts are, it would be naive to expect their immediate practical success
in complex, real-life applications governed by PDEs." [14]
1.1 Motivation
One may naturally ask, "How successful are wavelet techniques compared to finite
element techniques?". Responses to this question are often mixed. Both techniques
use similar bases, which are designed to represent functions that are piecewise poly-
nomial. Wavelets are also intrinsically capable of representing functions at multiple
resolutions (cf. adaptive finite element methods). However, previous work on wavelet
techniques for PDEs has typically relied on traditional wavelet constructions, such
as the one by Daubechies [21]. Such wavelets are best suited for problems that are
discretized on uniform grids, a constraint that can be rather restrictive when it comes
to modeling 3D problems with complex geometry. Some attempts have been made
to address the problem of complex geometry using Multiwavelets, but with mixed re-
sults. For example although a fully discrete Multiwavelet boundary element method
for 3D computational problems exists [36, 35], it is very difficult to implement, more-
over, to our knowledge, no implantation of linear or higher order Multiwavelets exists.
By contrast, we note that finite elements are very well suited for complex meshes.
In this thesis we combine the flexibility of finite element basis functions with the
localization and decorrelation property of wavelets. We will investigate a generaliza-
tion of the wavelet concept that permits the application of wavelet techniques to 3D
problems on complex domains in computational mechanics. The generalized wavelets
are a fairly recent development in the literature, known as second-generation wavelets
[41]. They have been used primarily by the computer graphics community to gener-
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ate multiresolution descriptions of complex geometric shapes [42]. Here, we develop
the main ideas behind these generalized wavelet representations, their extensions to
higher order polynomials and dimensions, and applications to PDEs. Moreover, we
show that the second generation framework permit a generalization of Multiwavelets
to irregular grids. The contributions of these thesis include
* The construction of a class of interpolating irregular Multiwavelets in R' which
combine the fast transform, decorrelation and localization properties of wavelets
with the flexibility of finite elements on irregular meshes. These constructions
may represent polynomials of arbitrary polynomial order. Moreover, we explic-
itly construct irregular Multiwavelets over curves and surfaces with vanishing
moments around corners. In essence these novel constructions allow practical
multiresolution decompositions over irregular meshes.
* Application of interpolating irregular Multiwavelets to solve Calder6n-Zygmund
integral operators. We derive theoretical estimates of convergence under com-
pression in R3 , more explicitly, we show that we may achieve the asymptotic
convergence of the full stiffness matrix with only O(N(logN) 7/2 ) entries.
* Implementation of a 3D linear surface Multiwavelet with one vanishing moment
to solve a second kind integral equation over an irregular mesh.
* Implementation of a 2D linear surface Multiwavelet which vanishes global linear
functions around corners to solve a second kind integral equation.
The basis constructions in this thesis are similar to a new development by Tausch
and White [33]. This alternate multiscale basis is constructed from piecewise poly-
nomials and may also be applied to integral equations of the first kind in 3D over
complex geometries. Such approach is similar to the polynomial functions constructed
in this thesis. However, this alternate approach does not lead to refinable functions.
We shall elaborate more in the discussion session in Chapter 7.
16
1.2 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, we introduce wavelets and Multiwavelets as a tool for multiscale anal-
ysis. This chapter covers the basic theory of wavelets, Multiwavelets and their prop-
erties.
Chapter 3 introduces the basic concepts of lifting and Surface Wavelet construc-
tions introduced by Sweldens. We introduce the basic concepts of Lifting and illustrate
linear wavelet constructions. Although Sweldens [42, 43] only covers the construc-
tion of the primary scaling functions, we further develop the construction of the dual
scaling functions. Moreover we investigate the stability of both the primary and dual
basis, and under a normalization show that the 12 norm of the projection coefficients
of any function belonging to H3 (S) is bounded both by above and below by non zero
constants.
Chapter 4 deals with the generalization of Linear Surface Wavelets to higher order
polynomial bases. We prove the existence and construction of a wide class of interpo-
lating Multiwavelets. With this construction theorem we build examples of quadratic
Multiwavelets on irregular domains in 1D and 2D. In many practical computational
modeling problems the presence of corners may seriously degrade the performance
of compression algorithms. However, we further show that the construction theorem
allows the construction of Surface Multiwavelets which produce vanishing moments
around corners, thus conserving the compression properties of the wavelets at any
section of the mesh.
Chapter 5 demonstrates the application of Multiwavelets to Calder6n-Zygmund
Integral Operators in three space. We obtain estimates for the decay of the kernel
expansion coefficients in the Surfacewavelet basis and develop a compression criterion
such that asymptotic convergence, under compression, is of the same order as without
compression. We show that it is sufficient to compute O(N(logN)/ 2 ) of the entries
of the stiffness matrix to achieve quadratic asymptotic convergence.
In Chapter 6 we apply linear surface wavelets with one vanishing moment to the
3D Poisson PDE with a Petrov Galerkin formulation of the second kind integral
17
equation. We also implement a Galerkin formulation of the Poisson PDE in 2D using
wavelets with three vanishing moments around corners. Experimental results reveal
we only have to compute O(N(logqN)P) of the entries of the stiffness matrix to achieve
quadratic asymptotic convergence.
In Chapter 7 we summarize the thesis, contributions, its strength and weakness,
and give directions for further research. We effectively have a wealth of problems
to solve with Multiwavelets. In particular, we have not explored the finite element
variational or weak formulation.
18
Chapter 2
Elementary Theory of Wavelets
This chapter provides the necessary background in the theory of wavelets. The focus
is on orthogonal, biorthogonal wavelets and MultiWavelets.
2.1 Basic concepts
Wavelet theory has been used extensively in many areas of mathematics and engi-
neering. As the name implies, they indeed look like small waves. These functions
are highly connected with signal representation, that is, arbitrary signals may be
constructed from wavelets.
Suppose we have some signal and are given a "box" function, as shown in Fig 2-1
(a). This box function is called the scaling function in the Wavelet literature and is
denoted by 0(t). On every unit interval, we may place a "box" whose height is the
average of the waveform on this interval. This results in a staircase representation
of the original signal, with unit resolution, as shown in Fig 2-1 (b). Thus, we have
approximated the signal at some resolution, just as an image is represented with a
certain number of pixels on a computer screen. It is only necessary to remember the
height of the boxes to construct our approximation.
Let us reduce the width of the box function by one half. Now, we may fit twice
as many boxes in the same unit interval, thus the signal is represented at twice the
resolution, as show in Fig 2-1 (c) . We continue this process by making the boxes
19
Box Function #(t)
0;Z
St 0t
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2-1: (a) Box function. (b) Coarse approximation. (c) Finer approximation
thinner and thinner. Eventually, the staircase approximation will be indistinguishable
from the original waveform. However, for all practical applications, the signal is of
finite length and may be represented at some high, but finite resolution. This implies
we only need a finite amount of memory to represent the signal.
The relation between the scaling functions at different resolutions is of special
significance. Suppose we take the box function and add the wavelet function denoted
by 4'(t), as shown in Fig 2-2. We obtain the same box function, but reduced in
width by one half. This is exactly the scaling function at the next resolution level,
scaled in height by two. This implies that we may represent a signal at one level of
resolution with a combination of scaling and wavelet functions at a coarser resolution.
The wavelet function may be thought of as the detail we need to add to move from
one level of resolution to the next higher one.
Now, suppose we know something about our signal. Suppose it is very flat in
some regions, but very detailed in some short intervals. Trying to represent the entire
signal at some fixed high resolution with scaling functions is a waste of memory. It is
much more efficient to represent some regions at low resolutions and some at higher
resolutions. This is where wavelets are useful. We may represent the entire signal at
some coarse resolution and then, add the details where they are necessary, to increase
20
Wavelet function b(t)
0
Scaling function 0(t)
0
0
0 0.5
Figure 2-2: Scaling function and Wavelet function
scaling function at a higher resolution
are added together to form the
the resolution locally. This results in a multi resolution representation of a signal.
Example applications of multiresolution representation include the compression of
audio and video signals.
The scaling function and wavelet described in this section are the basic building
blocks for the Haar basis, which is one of the most simple orthogonal wavelet de-
compositions. In the following sections we will introduce the general description of
orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets.
2.2 Orthogonal Wavelets
2.2.1 Time Domain Representation
We now introduce a more formal description of wavelet theory and extend the Haar
wavelets discussed in the introduction to a larger class of orthogonal wavelets.
Suppose we have the following sequence of embedded subspaces,
{O} c ... c V-2 c V-1 c Vo c V1 c V2 c ... c L 2 (R),
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which possess the following properties:
1. UjEz V is dense in L 2 (R). (Z denotes the set of integers.)
2. OjEz vi = {O} .
3. The embedded subspaces are related by a scaling law
g(t) C V 4==- g(2t) E V+1 .
4. Each subspace is spanned by integer translates of a single function, g(t), such
that
g(t) C Vo => g(t +1) E Vo
Condition 4 suggests that we can find a function, 0(t) c Vo, whose integer trans-
lates form a basis 1 for V. It follows from Condition 3 that the functions 0(2t - k)
must span V1. Now since since Vo C V1, this implies that any function in V is also in
V1, in particular, we may write a two-scale difference equation of the form
0(t) - akc(2t - k) . (2.1)
k
Here {ak; k E Z, ak c C} is a sequence of constant coefficients. This equation is
known as the dilation or refinement equation and forms the basis for the multireso-
lution properties of wavelet theory. The filter coefficients ak are of importance since
they are closely linked to the properties of the multiresolution, in particular, the shape
of 0(t).
The filter coefficients ak may be real or complex valued and an infinite or finite
sequence. However, for many practical applications the filter coefficients are chosen
to be real and finite. This family of finite impulse response filters will give rise
to compactly supported scaling functions, which are are important to the study of
'The bases we deal with are Reisz stable bases. See Section 3.2.2 for the definition of a Reisz
stable basis.
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signals with local features. In addition, we may choose ak such that the basis functions
{#(t - k); k} form an orthonormal set.
We may now extend the refinement equation to all spaces V. Conditions 3 and
4 state that the collection of scaling functions {#(2it - k); k} form a basis for the
function space V. However, we are mostly interested in stable Reisz basis for all
j. To satisfy this condition we must rescale the scaling functions at every single
resolution. It follows then from the translation and scaling argument that we may
define a function
#j,k(t) - 2i/2 0(2it - k), k E Z , (2.2)
which forms a Reisz basis for the subspace Vj, and
#j,o(t) - 1 ak #j+1,k(2 3t - k)
k
We have now set up a framework for multiresolution signal representation. Given
a function f(t) E L 2(R) we may generate a sequence of successive approximations to
f(t) by projecting it on to the subspaces V. Define Pj as the orthogonal projection
of f(t) onto VK, thus
P f (t) = ck'Oj,k(t) .(2.3)
k
Since {#j,k(t)} forms an orthonormal set, the coefficients ck are given by
Ck = j f (t)5,,k(t)dt . (2.4)
In general the orthogonality of the scaling function 0(t) may directly be related
to the filter coefficients ak
Z akak-21 = 261.
k
This last relation follows from the refinement equation and is known as Condition 0
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[44]. Moreover, we normalize the coefficients such that
Zak = 2.
k
We have constructed a series of multiresolution function spaces, able to represent
a function f(t) E L 2 at any resolution j. The next logical step is to represent f(t)
at a higher resolution j + 1. However, in wavelet theory, instead of representing f(t)
as a projection on to the subspace Vj+1 we are mostly interested in the difference
between V, Vj+. In other words: what do I have to add to Pf(t) to get to Pj+lf(t)?
We use the notation Wj to denote this detail space and we use Qjf(t) to denote
the projection of f(t) on to Wj. For orthogonal wavelets, the spaces W and V9 are
orthogonal, and Wj is said to be the orthogonal complement of V1 in V+1. This is
written as
Vi+1 = V@ W3; W I- V. (2.5)
where ( is the direct sum. Equivalently, the projections are related by
P+f (t) = Pf (t) + Q f (t); P f(t) Qf (t) . (2.6)
Now, the collection of functions {(2t - k); k E Z} forms a basis for V then
necessarily
Z(t) = Y bk$(2t - k) (2.7)
k
where bk is a sequence of real numbers. If we choose
bk = (-1)k aN-1-k (2.8)
then the collection of functions {4'(t - k); k E Z} forms an orthonormal basis for WO.
This can be easily derived as
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IN NZb, $(2t - l)E a$(2t - k)
L=U C=U
N a
E-1)"naN-10 2t
k=0
N
- E) ak$(2t - k)
k=O
N
-fZ(-1)naN-1a,
1=0
- 0 (where N is odd).
The function #(t) is referred to as a wavelet. Following the same pattern we may
define a wavelet basis for Wj for all j. Define
4'j,k(t) -- 2i/2 Vb(2it - k); k E Z,
then the collection of {4'b,k(t); k E Z} forms an orthonormal basis for W. In partic-
ular,
= 4 1I
('j,k(.), 0m,i(-)) = 6 i-m 6 k- . (2.9)
Notice that since these bases are orthonormal, therefore they are automatically Reisz
stable bases (cf. Parsevals thm). Moreover, they form a tight frame (see [44]).
Denote Qj as the orthogonal projection of f(t) on Wj, thus
Qjf (t) = Zd@j,k(t)
k
dk = f f(t)p0,k(t)dt.
with
(2.10)
(2.11)
We may now represent a function f(t) as a linear combination of the projections on
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to the detail spaces Wj, a complete wavelet decomposition may be written as
00
f(t) = E Qjf(t) = E d j,k(t) . (2.12)
j=-oo j k
2.2.2 Fourier Domain Representation
The Fourier domain representation of orthogonal wavelets is at least as instructive
to consider as the time domain representation. In particular, the design process for
regularly spaced wavelets, before the discovery of lifting (see Chapter 3), is usually
done in the Fourier domain. For sake of notation, let the Continuous-Time Fourier
Transform (CTFT) of f(t) be defined
F(jQ) = j f (t)e-j' t dt . (2.13)
and the inverse CTFT is given by
f(t) = j F(jQ)ednt dQ . (2.14)
We now take the Fourier transform of the Refinement Equation, Equation 2.1. We
obtain
1Q(j) = -A (ej1/ 2 ) < (jQ/2) , (2.15)2
where
N-1
A (eiw) = ane-w . (2.16)
n=O
Note that A (eiw) is the Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) of the filter an.
Similarly, by taking the Fourier transform of equation (2.7), we arrive at the Fourier
representation for the wavelet:
1
X1 (jQ) = B (ejQ/ 2) <P (JQ/2) , (2.17)2
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where
N-I
B (eiw) = b[n]e-jwn - e-j(w+r)(N-1) A* (ei(w+)) (2.18)
n=O
The orthogonality condition (Condition 0) in the Fourier domain can be derived from
the time domain orthogonality condition, equation (2.9), by using Parseval's theorem.
The result is
A [ (ejw)12± + A (ej(+r)) =1 (2.19)
2.2.3 Daubechies Wavelets and the Acuracy Condition
Another important characteristic of wavelets is the ability to represent polynomials up
to a certain degree. This accuracy condition 2 is an important property of Daubechies
Wavelets [21] which is referred to as Condition A.
Condition A is closely related to the vanishing moments of the wavelets i.e.
j00(t) tkdt 0; k 0, 1, ... , N/2 - 1. (2.20)
Forcing the wavelets to have vanishing moments at all the levels of resolution implies
that the scaling function spaces may represent polynomials. This is simple to see.
Define P2 as the space of piecewise polynomials of degree n = N/2 - 1 with length
23 and split L2 =_ VEn Z m W. The vanishing moment property states that P2 is
orthogonal to Wj, furthermore, P,2 C Pni'") for all j, thus Pn2m is orthogonal to Wj,
for j = m, m + 1,.. .. This necessarily implies that Pnm C Vm.
The vanishing moment condition is translated to the filter as
Z(- 1)kak k' = 0; k = 0, 1, - - -, N/2 - 1 . (2.21)
k
However, it is in the z and discrete Fourier domain where we clearly see the accuracy
condition. Taking the Fourier transform of the filter ak gives us the condition
2Formally known as a Strang-Fix condition.
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A jw 1 + e-jw N/2A(ew) = R(e-)) ,2(2.22)
where R(ei") is chosen to satisfy Condition 0. In the z-transform domain, this means
that A(z) has a zero of order N/2 at z = -1.
Daubechies wavelets are the most famous example which satisfy Condition A. The
ability to represent polynomials makes it well suited for applications involving image
compression and PDEs. However, the regular grid restriction on Daubechies wavelets
is still a handicap for solving PDEs for complex meshes.
2.3 Biorthogonal Wavelets
Biorthogonal wavelets maybe viewed as a generalization of the orthogonal wavelets
setting. With biorthogonal wavelets, there are two sequences of embedded subspaces
{}... V-2 C V -1 c V c V c V2 .. -L 2(R),
{O} .. f-2 C fC
-
1 c V 1 c V2 ... L 2(R).
These two set of multiresolution subspaces are biorthogonal (dual) to each other. As
expected, we now have two scaling functions. The primary scaling function q5(t)
which belongs to V and the dual scaling function q5 -(t) which belongs to (j.
Define a series of nested primary multiresolution subspaces V c L2(R), where
j E Z, which satisfies the following conditions:
(a). V = clos span{qj,k I k C Z}, where the span of the scaling functions
#j'm = 2i/ 2 5(23t - k) forms a Reisz basis (see [44])
(b). VC C Vj+1
(c). U _,V is dense in L 2
(d) Let W = clos span{j,k | k E Z} be a series of subspaces, such that Vj+1
Vj D Wj, where the wavelet function "j,k - 2j/ 20/(2it - k). This condition forms
the basis for the multi resolution property of wavelets. We may project a function
onto V1+1 and then decompose it into Vi and W through the Biorthogonal Discrete
Wavelet Transform.
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Similarly, we define a series of dual subspaces V/ C L 2 , with the following condi-
tions:
(e). 19 = clos span{j,k I k E Z}, where the span of 2j,m i/ 2q$(23t - k) forms
a Reisz basis
(f). V9 C Vj+1
(g). U,*.1_ j is dense in L 2
(h). V+1 = 1/9&Wj, where Wj = clos span{j, k I k E Z} and ej,k = 2i/ 2 (2it-k)
Now, V and Wj are not necessarily orthogonal, although their intersection is zero,
but they satisfy the following condition:
1/91L1W7, W4 L/9 (2.23)
The basis functions of V and W satisfy the following biorthogonality condition:
(#(t - k), 4(t - 1)) = k-_, (4(t - k), b(t - 1)) =k._. (2.24)
Now, Conditions (a) to (h) imply
$(t) = ( akc(2t -- k) q(t) E akq5(2t - k) (2.25)
k k
0(t) = E bk#(2t - k) q(t) = E bkq(2t - k). (2.26)
k k
for some real coefficients ak, dk, bk and bk. In contrast to the orthogonal wavelets we
now have two scaling relations and two wavelet relations. Furthermore {ak, bk, 5k, bk}
satisfy
bk = (-1)kaN-1-k and bk = (-1)k N-1-k
and condition (2.24) implies
Z ail-2k = 2k-
k
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2.3.1 Fourier Domain Representation
Taking the Fourier transform of equations (2.25) and (2.26) results in the following
frequency domain scaling relations:
(2.27)
(2.28)
and j (ejn) = e-j(w+r)(N) A* (ei(w+)) .
(2.29)
Furthermore, condition (2.24), leads to the following biorthogonality condition in the
Fourier domain:
1 [A(eiw)A*(ew) + A(ej(w+))A*(ej(w+)) = 1 . (2.30)
2.4 Orthogonal Discrete Wavelet Transforms
One of the key properties of the wavelet theory is the existence of the Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT). This computational procedure allows us to quickly move between a
single scale representation to a multiscale representation. In fact, this transformation
is of O(N). In contrast to such popular methods as the Fast Fourier Transform which
is O(Nlog 2N). We shall now derive the DWT. Note that
(2.31)
and then taking the inner product with O_1,,(t) and 'j_,,,(t), from equations (2.1)
and (2.7), we obtain
1
= ak-2n
<}(jQ) =1A (ej11/2) 4D (jQ/2) ,
W~jG =1 (ej11/2) <D (jQ/2) ,
where
<I() = A (ej1/2) 4i (jQ/2),
'(jQ) = i3 (ei2/2) 4i (jQ/2),
B (ejw) - e-j(w+7r)(N- 1) A* (ei(w+x))
30
(2.32)
Pif (M = P-if (M + Qj-if (M)
(0j,k(t), #0._1,n(t))
1
( ik(t), 1 1 ,(t) = ,-bk-2n (2.33)
The DWT may then be written as
2n+N-1
C'- 1n ak-2n , (2.34)
v2k=2n
2n+N-1
-di - el b (2.35)
n v/2- k=2n k2
Equations 2.34 and 2.35 may be also written in filter form as shown in Figure 2-
3. The DWT may be thought of as low pass filtering with the dilation equation
coefficients followed by downsample and also high pass filtering with the wavelet
equation coefficients. As Figure 2-3 shows, we may further decompose the coarse
coefficients into different frequency bands. Thus, applying recursively the DWT to
the coefficients of f(t), which belong in Vm, gives us a decomposition of the form
VO ( Eojm-i Wj. This effectively leads to a logarithmic frequency decomposition
of the original signal f(t).
To obtain the inverse DWT we simply take the inner product of Equation 2.31
with #m,n(t) and apply Equations (2.1) and (2.7), thus
1 [n/2j
Cjn = 4 an-2k +
k=[(n-N+1)/2]
[n/2j
5 d'7 1 bn-2k (2.36)
k=[(n-N+1)/2]
We are, however, not restricted to signals in R1 . We may extend the DWT to a
two dimensional domain by taking tensor products of one dimensional wavelets. In
Figure 2-4 we show an example of applying the wavelet transform to images. We first
apply the DWT to the rows of the original image to obtain two downsampled images.
We now apply the DWT to the columns. As shown in Figure 2-4 we now have four
images; Each image corresponds to one of four subands. In fact, it has been shown
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Figure 2-3: Signal flow graph for a two stage implementation of the Discrete Wavelet
Transform.
that the entropy of high pass subands is substantially reduced.
In Figure 2-5 the four images are reconstructed to get the original image back.
Note that due to the entropy reduction of the wavelet transform it is possible to
remove substantial amounts of data and still recover an image of very high quality.
In practice, several applications of the DWT leads to a thirty to one compression
with very high quality.
The low frequency component is easily recognized as being a subsampled version
of the original image.
2.4.1 Biorthogonal Discrete Wavelet Transform
A change of basis from the primary scaling function subspace, at some fixed resolution,
into a series of nested subspaces, at lower resolutions, may be easily accomplished by
the biorthogonal discrete wavelet transform (BDWT). This transformation is of order
O(n).
Let Pj : L 2 -+ Vj and Qj : L 2 -+ W be projection operators such that
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Figure 2-4: Two-dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform.
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Figure 2-5: Two-dimensional inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform.
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Pf= Cj,k j,k
k
and Qjf = dj,kj,k
k
where Cj,k =< f, qjk >, d =< f, ,k > and f E L2 . Similarly, let us define the
dual operators F: L2 -+ f and Q : L2 j, such that
Pi fz jk j,k
k
where aj,k =< f, #j,k > and dj,k =< f
and Qjf = E dj,kj,k
k
,j,k >. By combining (2.24) to (2.26) with
condictions (a) and (b) in Section 2.3, we obtain the BWDT:
dj,i = I k-2lcj+1,k,
and it's inverse:
C3+l,l 52 ak-2lcj,k + '2
k2
We obtain in a similar fashion the dual Briothogonal DWT
1
j, = v2Y2 ak-2j+1,1,
k
Q= i
and it's inverse:
1
Cj+1,l =V2 ak-2cj,k + V 3 bk-2Idj,k-
The BWDT establishes the connection of wavelet functions spaces to discrete linear
systems.
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bk-21di,k-
bk-21aj+1,k,
cj, I = E k-21cj+1,ki,
1
2.5 Spatial Decorrelation
One of the key properties of wavelets is the decorrelation of sets of data. The per-
pendicular relation of Equation (2.23) implies that the statistical correlation between
Vi and Wj is exactly zero. This is also true for V and W.
Let us start with a scaling function space Vj, which has some overlap with f7j, as
shown in Figure 2-6. By applying the Biorthogonal DWT, we may efficiently map V/
onto V_1 and Wj_ 1 . By Equation (2.23), Vj_1 and Wj_ 1 are completely decorrelated,
which implies that the intersection of W_1 and W1_j is decorrelated from Vj> 1 . We
may further map Vjj onto V- 2 and W-2. Equation (2.23) implies Wj_ 1 n Wj_1 is
decorrelated from Wj- 2 n Wj-2. By continuing this process, we obtain the following
multiresolution decomposition:
V = Wj _1  ...W0 ( V0 ,
where the intersections U = Wi n Wi, for i 1..j - 1, are completely decorrelated
from each other. The previous analysis implies that if we want "good" decorrelation
of data then W n W must be as large as possible. In general, they should have
the same vanishing moments. This decomposition appears very frequently in the
wavelet literature and forms a basic framework for compression and entropy reduction
schemes.
2.6 MultiWavelets
An underlying limitation of wavelets is that they do not naturally form a basis for
functions on a finite interval. This problem was mitigated by the construction of a
class of wavelets defined over a finite domain. In [1] Alpert introduces the concept of
an orthogonal Multiwavelet basis. It is further generalized to the biorthogonal setting
[25, 45]
In a multiwavelet basis, one has r > 1 scaling functions #q(X) (q = 0, 1..., r - 1)
and a similar number of wavelets Wq(x). The scaling functions then satisfy a matrix
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Vj-1
Vj 2Wj-1 Wj1
Wj-2 Wij-2
Figure 2-6: Vj is decomposed into Wj_ ED ... ED Wo ED V by use of the Biorthogonal
DWT. The intersections of W and Wi , for i -j -- 1...0, are completely decorrelated
from each other, which gives rise to a highly decorrelated function basis.
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refinement equation:
0(x) hoo[k] ... ho,r_ 1 [k] 1 o(2x - k)
k
1(X) hr_1,0[k] ... hr,1,r_1[k] I r_1(2x - k)
Likewise , the wavelets are given by a matrix wavelet equation. This form of basis
allows for greater complexity and adaptability of the wavelet scheme. However it is
still limited to regular grids. In this thesis we generalize the concept of multiwavelets
to irregular grids by dropping the requirements of shift and scale invariance, and
respectively replacing the notations Oq(x - k'), #q(2x - k) and hq,q,[k] with # , M,
"' (x) and hjq,[k, k'].
A simple example is given in Figure 2-7. These wavelets form a biorthogonal set
i.e.
(Kq(X), q5, (x- k))= 6,qq6k (wq(x), 11q' (x - k)) = 6q_ n'6k
(q(X), iq(x - k)) =0 (wq(x), q(x- k)) = 0
and that they satisfy the following scaling laws
O(X) 1 1/2 F (2x) 1 1/2 0 Fo(2x - 1)
L 1 (x) J 0 1/2 #1 (2x) J L 1/2 1 J 1 (2x -1)
O(x) /2 1/2 iF (2x) + 0 -1/2 &(2x - 1)
01(x) -1/2 0 [ 1(2x) 1 3/2 J 1(2x - 1)
WO(X) 1 -1 0(2x) -1 1 0(2x - 1)
Wi(X) 1 -2 #1 (2x) 2 -1 01(2x - 1)
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Figure 2-7: Example
(bottom row).
of piecewise linear multiwavelets (top row) and their duals
o (.) _ l/2 1/2(2x) I1/2 1/2 [ (2x - 1)
v1(X) 0 -1/2 #(2x) 1/2 0 #(2x - 1)
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Chapter 3
Linear Surface Wavelets
In this chapter we discuss the extension of wavelets to irregular geometries. The
lifting scheme, by Sweldens [40], is introduced as a tool to construct linear surface
wavelets over complex meshes. Moreover we construct the dual scaling functions and
wavelets, and prove stability properties of the basis. Many of these results are located
in [4].
3.1 Wavelets for Complex Surfaces
3.1.1 Traditional wavelet construction
Traditional wavelet constructions are characterized by the operations of scaling and
shifting of a single function. A typical example of such a construction starts with
the hat function and represents it as a combination of scaled and shifted versions of
itself as illustrated in Figure 3-1. Mathematically, this example can be expressed as
a two-scale difference equation
1
O(x)= h #(2x - k)
k=-1
with ho = {., 1, }}. The function O(x) in this case is the hat function on the interval
[-1, 1] and in wavelet terminology it is referred to as a scaling function. Note that the
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Figure 3-1: Representation of the hat function as a combination of scaled and shifted
versions of itself.
scaling function in this example has linear interpolating properties. Scaling functions
with other properties, such as orthogonality and higher order, can be designed with
an appropriate choice of h' (see e.g. [44].)
Wavelets are constructed from scaling functions, using a different combination of
the scaled and shifted versions of O(x)
V(x) = h'0(2x - k)
k
(3.1)
The theory of wavelets and filter banks tells us how to design admissible filters,
h' and h', using Fourier transform techniques [44]. The admissibility conditions
are referred to as biorthogonality or perfect reconstruction conditions. The term
biorthogonality implies the existence of dual functions, which we denote by O(x) and
iC(x). If we denote the corresponding dual filters by f2' and fk, then the admissibility
conditions can be stated as:
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Table 3.1: Admissible set of filters for hat function
Fo(z- 1)Ho(z) + F1(z-1 )H,(z) = 4
FO(-z-1)Ho(z) + F1(-z-1)H,(z) = 0
(3.2)
(3.3)
Here, we have used the notation Ho(z)to denote the z-transform of ho
Ho(z) ho zk
k
(3.4)
The design proceeds by choosing H1(z) = z-'Fo(-z- 1), FI(z- 1) = z'Ho(-z),
where I is odd, and then looking for P(z) = Fo(z-1 )Ho(z) such that
P(z) + P(-z) = 4
We thus find that an admissible set of filters for the hat function example is shown
in Table 3.1.
Now that the design process is complete, one can construct a basis for functions
'The Fourier transform can be easily obtained from Eq. (3.4) by replacing z with e '.
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k -2 -1 0 1 2 3
h 1
k 2 2
1l 1 -1 3 1 1hk 4~ 2 2 2- 4
f2 1 1 3 1 14 2 2 2 4
f k' 22
Table 3.2: Old admissible set of filters for hat function
in L 2 (R) by taking the following set of scaled and shifted functions
{(x - k), V(2jx - k) I j, k E Z, j > 0}
This brief introduction illustrates a key point about traditional wavelets: they are
naturally associated with uniform grids. This can be easily seen from the fact that
the functions <(2ix - k) are located at the dyadic points x = 2-jk. Furthermore, we
note that the Fourier transform techniques for designing the discrete filters are only
applicable to uniform grids.
An alternative methodology for designing wavelets called the lifting scheme was
recently described by Sweldens [40]. The main idea behind lifting is that one can
use very simple operations to transform an initial set of admissible filters into a more
complex set of admissible filters. For instance, if we were given the admissible filters
in Table 3.2, we could obtain new admissible filters by letting
Ho(z) = Hold(z) (3.5)
(3.6)H,(z) = H old(z) - S(z2)Ho(z)
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fl ~- r%. TI-i 1 T c T ci fk~ -2 -1 U I 2
ho'd 1 1 1k 2 2
hl old 2k
1,old 1 1
k 2 2
Fo(z') = Fold(z-1) + S(z 2)F1(z- 1) (3.7)
F1(z-1) = Fld(Z~1) (3.8)
The choice S(z) = }(1 + z- 1 ) would then give us the more complex filters shown
in Table 1. Note, however, that the admissibility conditions, Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), will
be satisfied regardless of the actual choice for S(z). Here, the only filters to change
were h' and fk, however, a similar procedure can be used to update the filters ho and
fk. We may thus produce filters of any desired order by alternately lifting one pair
of filters and then the other pair.
3.1.2 Second-generation wavelets
The lifting scheme can also be stated in the spatial domain. This allows the gen-
eralization of the wavelet concept to irregular grids. The generalized wavelets are
typically referred to as second-generation wavelets [40]. Thus, Eqs. (3.5)-(3.8) can
be shown to be equivalent to the following operations on the scaling functions and
wavelets:
O(X) = oo"d(X) (3.9)
(X)= ),Id(x) - Sk #(x - k) (3.10)
k
O(x) =1d W + Y S(x -+ k) (3.11)
k
5)() I fl'Oldq5(2 x- k) (3.12)
k
One can then state the biorthogonality conditions in terms of the following L 2
inner products:
(#(.), 5(. - k)) = 60,k (3.13)
(#$(.), (. - k)) = 0 (3.14)
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(V)(.), 5(. - k)) = 0 (3.15)
(K4(.), 4'(. - k)) = 60,k (3.16)
Again, it is quite straightforward to verify that these conditions remain valid when
an initially biorthogonal set, { 4Ood, ,old, kold, pold}, is lifted using Eqs. (3.9)-(3.12).
For the filters given in Table 3.2, the initial set of functions is particularly simple.
#,1d is the hat function on [-1, 1], 1/ld is a hat function on [0,1], old is the Dirac
delta function, 6(x), and /fd is a combination of Dirac functions at 0, } and 1. These
functions do not lead to a good wavelet basis, but they do provide a useful starting
point since the biorthogonality conditions can be verified using the property that
(f(.), 6(.)) = f(0). The lifting construction allows us to improve the properties of
the wavelet basis by adding vanishing moments to the wavelet. In our example, we
may add two vanishing moments to w by choosing so and si in Eq. (3.10), such that
J b(x)x'dx = 0
for m = 0, 1. This gives us so = s, = 1/2. The resulting wavelet is shown in Figure
3-2.
We are now in a position to generalize the wavelet construction to non-uniform
grids. To do this, we need to relax the constraint that the wavelet basis functions
are all shifted and scaled versions of the same function. Figure 3-3 illustrates how
a hat function on a non-uniform grid can be represented as a combination of hat
functions on a finer version of the grid. In this example, the grid was refined by
the subdivision of each interval into two intervals of equal size (the points xm-1 and
xm are the midpoints). Note that the functions on the finer grid are not scaled and
shifted versions of the function on the coarser grid, although they are similar in shape.
We introduce the notation j,k (x) to denote the scaling function on the coarser
grid. Here, the subscript k refers to the spatial position, Xk, at which the scaling
function is located. The subscript y refers to the resolution of the coarser grid; the
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Figure 3-2: Construction of wavelet by lifting.
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Figure 3-3: Generalization of scaling function to a non-uniform grid.
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finer grid then has resolution j + 1. One may think of the function j,k(x) as a
generalized version of #(2jx - k). With this in mind, we write the generalized two-
scale difference equation as
Oj,k(X) = h',J+1,1(x) (3.17)
In Equation 3.17, the filter h",, is no longer constrained to be invariant with
respect to space and scale. However, the filter coefficients can be constant in special
cases, such as the case of equal subdivision shown in Figure 3-3.
The construction for the wavelet can be generalized in a similar fashion. The
generalized version of Eq. (3.10) is given by
= - Sj,k,m~j,k (X).
k
Note that the wavelet is spatially located at one of the subdivision points. Al-
though the coefficients Sj,k,m are now dependent on j and m, they can still be deter-
mined using the vanishing moment criterion described earlier.
3.1.3 Wavelets on surfaces in three-dimensions
The second-generation wavelet construction can be applied to more complex meshes
in three dimensions (Schroder and Sweldens [42]). In fact, the hat function example
has a direct analogy in the three-dimensional case. Suppose that Figure 3-4 represents
a portion of a triangular (polyhedral) surface mesh S C R3 , which we will refer to
as the jth resolution mesh. The nodes of the jth resolution mesh are identified by
a set of indices, K(j), which includes the indices {k, k li = 1, ..., 6}. The (j + 1)th
resolution mesh is obtained by introducing new nodes, identified by a set of indices,
M(j), which subdivide the mesh at its edges. The nodes labeled {mili = 1, ..., 6}
are examples of such subdivision points. The complete set of nodes in the j + 1th
resolution mesh is then given by K(j + 1) = K(j) U M(j). In practice we shall have
a maximum resolution level n and denote each triangular patch, at resolution n, as
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Figure 3-4: Refinement of the surface grid by subdivision of the edges.
Qf, where k is the index of that triangle. Thus our mesh becomes S = Uk Qi for any
resolution level i. We shall assume that any further conceptual refinements are of the
form Q"i C Qn for some I and i = 1, 2 ....
We use the notation 3 k to refer to the position vector of the node whose index
is k. The hat scaling function can then be defined as the function, j,k(f), that
varies linearly from the value 1 at the vertex Xk to the value 0 at the vertices Xki
(i = 1, ..., 6). As in the one-dimensional case, the scaling function on the jth
resolution mesh can be expressed as a combination of scaling functions on the j +1th
resolution mesh:
#j,k(x) = #j+1,k(x) + Z h,k,mqj+1,m( 7 ). (318)
m En(j,k)
The hat function fits this equation with
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hI - - 11/1Xk -k'H ; m n(j,k)j,k,m --
0 ;M n(j, k)
Here, n(j, k) = {mi i 1, ... , 6, mi E M(j)} i.e. the set of subdivision points
neighboring node k at the jth level. Note that the filter hqkm becomes considerably
simpler if the edges are subdivided at their midpoints. In this case, all the nonzero
coefficients in the filter are '. One can construct higher order scaling functions by
expanding the neighborhood n(j, k) beyond the immediate neighbors. In doing so,
it is usually convenient to restrict the neighborhood to subdivision points only i.e.
n(j, k) C M(j). This ensures that #j,k(x) has interpolating properties, which helps
to simplify the calculations in many practical applications [42].
The wavelet can then be defined as
oj,m(X) = Oj+1,m( ) - hkmqj,k(7 ) (3.19)
k E A(j,m)
where A(j, m) is a neighborhood of node m. The simplest choice for A(j, m) is to use
the two immediate neighbors, i.e. the parent nodes of the subdivision point. This
allows us to construct a wavelet with up to two vanishing moments. As a matter of
convenience, one can instead choose to work with a zero integral constraint and a
symmetry constraint on the filter. (This is based on the observation that the filter
Sk turned out to be symmetric in the case of a regular one-dimensional grid.) The
wavelet filter is then given by
hj,k,m Ij1,/ 1j,k
where Ij,k is the integral of the scaling function, Oj,k(f), over the surface. In practice
such integrals are computed for the scaling functions on the finest resolution grid that
we will use. The integrals over the coarser resolution grids can be obtained using a
recursion of the form
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Ij,k = f j,k(x) dS
S
+1,k ±h,k,m 'j+1,m-
m E n(j,k)
Figure 3-5 illustrates examples of a scaling function and a wavelet constructed in
accordance with the preceding recipe. Now that the filters, h,k,m and h',km, have
been determined, the dual scaling function and the dual wavelet may be defined such
that the biorthogonality conditions are satisfied:
,k) = j+1,k(X) + h , ' j,m(i) (3.20)
m E a(j,k)
~m(f) = Oj+,m(f) - hkm qj+1k (3.21)
k E N(j,m)
Here, the neighborhood sets are the adjoints of the neighborhood sets defined for
the primary functions i.e. a(j, k) = {mlk E A(j, m)}and N(j, m) = {klm c n(j, k)}.
3.1.4 Representation of functions
Ideas from approximation theory have historically played an important role in the
evolution of wavelet techniques. Most of the ideas that apply to the representation of
univariate functions using traditional wavelets can be extended to the representation
of functions on three-dimensional surfaces using second-generation wavelets. Let S
be such a surface and let 7 be a point on S. We may then approximate the function
f(f) by an expansion of the form
f(f) = S Aj,k Oj,k (X. (3.22)
k EK(j)
The coefficients, Aj,k, are formally given by the inner products (f(7), j,k(f)). This
follows from the biorthogonality condition, Eq. (3.13). When the scaling functions
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Figure 3-5: Examples of surface wavelet basis functions. (a) Scaling function and (b)
wavelet.
are designed to be interpolating functions, the calculation of the coefficients can be
greatly simplified, since putting x = Xk in Eq. (3.22) gives Aj, = f (k). The error in
approximating f(7) is dependent on the both the order of the scaling functions and
the characteristic size, hj, of the jth resolution mesh. For example, when dxk() are
the generalized hat functions considered earlier, the error would be O(h2). This is
the order of the lowest order terms in a Taylor series expansion of f(f) that cannot
be exactly represented by the scaling functions.
The accuracy of the function approximation can be improved by adding in wavelets,
Wj,m(f), which are located at the mesh subdivision points, thus
f@~ (f Z- Aj,kq$j,k(x) + E -Y,mWj,m(x).
kEK(j) mEM(j)
The correct choice for the coefficient, 'Yj,m, is the inner product (f(7),iJ'j,m(7)),
which again follows from biorthogonality. With this choice, the improved approxi-
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mation for f(t) will be identical to the resolution j + 1 approximation in terms of
the finer level scaling functions, <Oj+1,k(x). Of course, the main advantage of using
wavelets is that often many of the 7j,, are very small, which means that the corre-
sponding wavelet, wj,m(X), can be dropped from the expansion altogether. This can
happen, for example, if f(7) is mostly smooth, with a few local features. By adding
in wavelets locally, one can develop efficient adaptive function representations that
are suitable for simulation and visualization.
3.1.5 Analysis and Synthesis of Discrete Data
We now turn to the analysis of discrete data that is defined on a 3D mesh, such as
the output or error produced by a finite element program. One can think of this as a
problem in signal processing. However, standard signal processing techniques based
on Fourier analysis lack the flexibility to handle signals sampled over geometry of
complex shape. Surface wavelet representations provide a powerful tool for addressing
this problem.
Wavelet analysis of a discrete signal can be performed using the discrete wavelet
transform (DWT)2 . This consists of a set of filtering and subsampling operations,
which is typically iterated several times. Suppose that data is available on the (j+l)th
resolution mesh and that it is denoted by Aj+,k. Then the DWT for the surface
wavelet representation can be expressed as a highpass filtering and subsampling op-
eration
-7j,m Aj+,m h o ji,m Aj+1,k ; m E M(j) (3.23)
k E N(j,m)
which extracts detail information from the data by differencing, and a lowpass filtering
and subsampling operation
2 Also known as the Mallat pyramid algorithm.
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Aj,k =Aj+,k h jm ; k E K(j) (3.24)
m E a(j,k)
which reduces the resolution of the data from level j + 1 to level j by effectively
computing a local average. Here, subsampling is implied by the fact that the data is
being mapped from a finer mesh to a coarser mesh. Note that the 7j,m coefficients
must be computed first, since they are needed to compute the Aj,k coefficients. The
filters h9km and h,k,m are the same filters that were used to construct the scaling
functions and wavelets. In fact, Eq. (3.23) and (3.24) can be directly derived from
Eq. (3.21) and (3.20) if Aj,k and 7j,m are defined as the inner products (f(_), <~3,a()
and (f(7), , m (7)). The dual DWT can be similarly derived from Eq. (3.18) and
(3.19).
One may iterate Eq. (3.23) and (3.24), starting with j = n - 1, where n denotes
the finest resolution, and continuing until j = 0. The initial data, An,k (k E K(n)),
is the signal we wish to analyze, such as the output from a finite element program.
The signal may already be in discrete form; if not, it can legitimately be sampled
as An,k = f (k) because of the interpolating property. After n iterations, one has a
complete set of wavelet coefficients
{Ao,k, -j,mIk E K(0), m c M(j), 0 < j < n.
These coefficients can then be studied to identify features of interest in the signal.
For example, a few large values of 7Y,m in the same spatial proximity occurring over
the complete range of scales, 0 < j < n, may indicate the presence of a sudden jump
or some other discontinuity in the signal. One can similarly look for other features
based on the space-scale distribution of the wavelet coefficients. This multiresolution
signal processing capability will be exploited in Chapter 5 section to realize a class of
high performance algorithms for modeling 3D problems.
It is now a simple matter to synthesis {Aj,k}, and {yj,m}, where (k E K(j)) and
m G M(j), to obtain {Aj,k+1}. By reversing equations 3.23 and 3.24 we obtain
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Vk G K(j), Aj+1,k Aj,k - h (3.25)
mEa(j,k)
Vm E M(j), Aj+i,m = Y7j,m + h ,kmAj+1,k (3.26)
kEN(j,m)
3.2 Dual Wavelet Constructions and Basis Stabil-
ity
We now deal with the construction of the dual wavelets and analyze the stability
of the primary and dual spaces wavelet functions for a S C R3 . This dual wavelet
construction is based on the idea of recursive wavelets by Donoho applied to the
second generation setting [47]. It allows us to construct a dual wavelet basis at an
arbitrary level of resolution n and then solve for the wavelets. After a rescaling of
the wavelets we then show that this basis is stable in some norm sense.
3.2.1 Dual Wavelet Construction
In this section we descibe a method to obtain the dual scaling fuctions. The first
step is to calculate the filter coefficients {hj,k,, hj,m,i, h,k,I, hj,k,m} by use the lifting
scheme. This will give us the primary scaling functions, wavelets and all the filter
coefficients. The second step is to obtain the dual scaling functions and wavelets.
They are traditionally obtained by applying the cascade algorithm to the dual filter
coefficients. However, in this section we follow a different approach based on the
recursive wavelet idea by Donoho. An explicit expression for the dual scaling function
may be obtained by fixing the highest level of resolution to an arbitrarily large n and
solving for >,k( ) such that 17n is biorthogonal to V,. Once the dual space in is
obtained, the spaces i and 1/j are automatically obtained for j = 0.. .n - 1 from the
refinement equations (3.20) - (3.21).
The first step is to use the lifting scheme to obtain the wavelet filters described.
The filters will then satisfy the following conditions
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hok 2 , = 6 [ki - k2] ki, k2 E K(j)
IEK(j+1)
hkm,l 0
IEK(j+1)
h' . h,m 2 ,i = 6 [Mi1 - m2 ] 1 , n 2 E M(j)lEK(j+1)
h ,m, = 0,
IEK(j+1)
where h, = 1 (k E K(j)), hmm 1 (Tn M(j)),
hk,I 1 E K(j) f M,1 1 E M(j)
6 k= Iand h77I=
hh 1 E )-h, K()
The second step is to obtain the dual scaling functions. These may be computed
by the application of the cascade algorithm [44] (section 4.1.2). This would be the
prefered way to go. However, since the mesh is inherently irregular, a convergence
analysis of the cascade algorithm for the dual filters would be in general difficult to
perform. Albeit, we do prove convergence, in Chapter 4, for the primary filters. We
thus reply on an alternative construction method, which is discribed as follows:
For scaling functions in Vs, divide the support of the primary scaling function
(Figure 3-4) into Q', p = 1 ... q, triangles. Define the dual scaling functions as
piecewise linear polynomials over every single triangle Q". Thus knk a 'f + akfpX +
a2' x2 whenever (x 1 , x 2 ) E Q". Given that the characteristic mesh size hn # 0 and the
following conditions
Sqn,konkdS = ,Vp = I...q
f ckf,kc/3f,dS - 07 V1 0 k
then we can uniquely solve for the coefficients {akp, ak',p a k'p. Furthermore, sup(n,k) <
T. We now have constructed a dual function space fn which is biorthogonal to V.
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The next step is to apply the refinement and wavelet equations (3.20)-(3.21) to In to
obtain the dual spaces lj, and Wj for j = 0 ... n - 1 (Notice that we assume that all
these coefficients are bounded, which will be the case for the linear surface wavelets).
Although we may construct the dual scaling functions at any arbitrary position the
downside of constructing the dual wavelets in this form is that as n -+ 00, the coarse
level scaling functions in Vo might not converge to a function in L2 (S), possibly not
even in a weak sense. This implies that as we go to higher resolutions the entire basis
has to be recalculated. Moreover, it will make it difficult to numerically integrate
functions with the dual scaling functions as n is increased.
In practice, we may still use the recursive biorthogonal decomposition by either
resorting to Galerkin formulations, thus avoiding the dual functions altogether, or
employing the interpolating property of the primary spaces. These two approaches
will be shown in Chapter 5.
3.2.2 Stability and Normalization of the Wavelet Basis
A wavelet basis is stable if the energy of the wavelet expansion coefficients is finite
for finite energy functions. Let f(7) be a function in L2(S) with the expansion
f() S Ano,k O7no,k( ) + >3 > Yj,mr 'ej,m (I) (3.27)
kEK(no) j=no mEM(j)
Then the basis is said to be stable if it satisfies the Riesz criterion
A 1f(7)|l2  2 y (Anok) + (,) 2 < Bl f (7) 12  (3.28)
kEK(no) j=no mEM(j)
where A and B are constants, which are independent of no, with B > A > 0.
The normalization of the wavelet basis is an important consideration in satisfying
the Riesz criterion. In the preceding sections, we assumed for convenience that the
primary scaling functions, #,k(2), were normalized to have a maximum height of
unity. We note, however, that we are free to re-normalize the primary basis functions
and the dual basis functions in a reciprocal fashion, without affecting the biorthog-
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onality and vanishing moment conditions (see Section 3.1.2). The correct normal-
ization for Oj,m( 7), for example, can be determined by considering the case where
f(7) = j,m( 7 ). Eq. (3.28) then gives
A I I j,m(7)|12 < 1 < B I l)j,m(X-)|12  (3.29)
from which we obtain
1 oj'm(7) 12dS(7) < (3.30)
S
A similar condition can be obtained for the scaling functions. To satisfy these
conditions, we re-normalize q$,k( 7 ) and 4j,m( 7 ) by a factor of 1/h, where hj is the
characteristic size of the jth resolution mesh. Correspondingly, the dual basis func-
tions are normalized by a factor of hj. We now have qj,k(f) _j) and similarly
Oj,k ()=h/j,k(f) where the characteristic mesh size is chosen such that, for every
element i at the jth resolution, the corresponding element size, hji, satisfies the con-
dition C1ihj < hj,i < C2hj where C2 > C1 > 0. Under this rescaling the new filter
coefficients satisfy the biorthogonal conditions
=0
h> 5h = [ki - k2] k1, k2 c K(j)
IEK(j+1)
=1
>1 himli = 0
EK(j+1)l
=1
Sh=mi hjm2 ,- [= i - m 21 M1 , m 2 E M(J)
IEK(j+1)
_0
h h, = 0,
IEK(j+1)
In addition qj,k, j,5 k E L 2 (S) and
SUP(jk) ~ , sup( 3 ,g) ~ h
for all k. Under this rescaling we analyze the behavior of the projection coefficients,
for arbitrary n. More precisely, we show that if f E Ho3(S), then the projection
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coefficients onto the primary and dual spaces belong to 12 i.e. the sum of the squares
of the projection coefficients is bounded.
Lemma 3.2.1 Let X E S, f E HJ(S) and Ano,k be the projection coefficients of f
with respect to {Ono,k}. Then A |lf| 2 < E (Anok) 2 < B |lf||2 for arbitrary no, where
A/B < oo.
Proof The upper bound may easily proved for all no with the Schwartz inequality.
Thus
( = ( f (-) ,k(x) dS)2
(Aj ) 2 <
k
zf
k
f)dS
< C E f()2 dS
k
< B |f| 2.
Notice that B will depend on the overlap between the supports of the scaling
functions, thus in practice it will be small. Now, for any finite no
A |f 2 1 < (Anok) 2 .
kEK(no)
However, more importantly, we analyze the behavior of the bounds as no -± oc. First
notice that if f E Hg(S), then f E Col(S), and supIf I < oc. For sufficiently large no
-~ Z () f()qol,k(7) dS) - E Aj
k k
since Z f(-1)' On(X) -+ f due to the interpolating property of qno,,k(X). Now, flf 12 <
C E f( )2h2 for C > 0, then the result follows.
k
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( ( ) o,1(M)Ono,1(202
IdS
2
k k
Lemma 3.2.2 Let f E Hg(S) and Ano,k be the projection coefficients of f with respect
to {f 0 ,,}. Then A||f||2 < E (Ank) 2 < B If|2 for sufficiently large no, where A/B <
00.
Proof The upper bound is proven by the Schwartz inequality argument. Now, for
sufficiently large no
S(J f O()no,l (7)qno,k()hj dS) 2  S ( f(X)$o,k(X) dS) 2
k 1 k k
Now, since C 11f12 E f (k) 2 h , C : 0, and
k
C 1 E (f 5 f (-X) $fl 0 ,I@X)q!0,k(7)hj dS) 2
k 1 k
then the result follows.
0
We may now derive stability properties of the basis.
Theorem 3.2.1 Suppose f C He(S) and let -j,, be the projection coefficients of f
with respect to {bno,m}, then A ||f |2 < E (Ano,k ) 2 +
where B/A < oc.
S( jT 2j=no mEM(j)
< B ||f||2
Proof f E Hg(S) implies f E CO'(U). By a Taylor series expansion of f E C 1 and
vanishing moments of the wavelets
j>no mEM(j)
(,m)2 = (
j>no mEM(j)
f(x)'jk dS) 2 < C
Notice that it is sufficient for the wavelet to vanish constant functions to satisfy the
previous bound. Lemma 3.2.1 implies
||fH2 5
kEK(no)
(Anok) 2 + 5: (_YjM) 2 < B 1f|12 .
j=no mEM(j)
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j>no mEM(j)
h < oo.
Theorem 3.2.2 Suppose f E HOg(S) and let ~j,, be the projection coefficients of f
with respect to {nm}, for j n...oo then A If ||2 < Z (Ank 2
j=n mEM(j)
B ||f||2 , where B/A < oo.
Proof Similar argument as for Theorem 3.2.1.
l
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Chapter 4
Spatially Adaptive MultiWavelets
Second generation wavelets have been recently introduced by Sweldens [41]. First and
second generation wavelets have the same properties of fast transform, localizability
and decorrelation. However, second generation wavelets are characterized by a set of
spatial variant filters that allows the construction of wavelets over unstructured grids.
We shall first expand on the lifting theory from Chapter 3 to a more general setting
and prove a construction theorem on a wide class of interpolating wavelet functions
over irregular grids and finally provide some examples of these constructions.
4.1 Second Generation Wavelets and The Lifting
Scheme
Most of the details of this section may be found in [41] and [42]. Suppose we have
an initial mesh over some domain S in R'. Denote by 7 o,k the vertex nodes, where
k 1 ...No and No is the number of initial vertices on the surface. Further refinements
to the mesh may be applied by adding more vertices on S. Let K(j) be the index
set at each level j of refinement. Let Xj = {c,k E Slk C K(j)} be the set of
vertex values defined over the index set K(j). The vertices are constrained such
that Xj C Xj+1 an j,k = j+1,k. The index sets are also constrained such that
K C Kj+1 and the difference between the index sets from one level to another is
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given by M(j) = K(j + 1)/ K(j). Furthermore, let {S,,} be a partitioning of the
domain S at resolution level j with index v E K(j).
Second generation biorthogonal wavelet subspaces are defined similarly to classical
wavelets. Let V1 C L2(S) be a series of nested subspaces such that
(a). V1 = clos span{#$,klk E K(j)}, where the basis elements #j,k form a Riesz
basis.
(b). V C V+ 1.
(c). UjOV is dense in L2(S).
(d). Vj+ = Vj + Wj, where W = clos span{j,m m E M(j)}.
Similarly, the dual subspaces /9j C L2 (S), are defined as follows
(e). V1 = clos span{j,klk C K(j)}, where the basis elements cj,k forms a Riesz
basis.
(f). /9C 19+1-
(g). UgO Vg is dense in L2 (S).
(h). V9+ = 19 + W, where W = clos span{'j,m I m E M(j)}.
The subspaces V, W,1/9 and Wj satisfy
V 1L , W3 L. (4.1)
In addition, the basis functions #j,k, j,k, /j,m and N'j,m satisfy
Kl§j,k, jl 4~i-1, KVj,m, 4'i,l) 6m1(4.2)
and the following Refinement equations
#j,k = ho,l j+1,l, k E K(j) (4.3)
lEK(j+1)
Oj'k = hok,II+1,1, k E K(j)
IEK(j+1)
, = h,mgk0j+1,i, m E M(j)
lEK(j+1)
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Nj~ =,m~e1,, mn E M(j).
lEK(j+1)
Notice that these equations are equivalent to the scaling and wavelet relations of first
generation wavelets. The difference is that the filters are not shift invariant and scale
invariant in general. We shall also use the operator notation introduced by Sweldens,
where qj = Hjqj+i means
O7j 3 k ho= 10+11
lEK(j+1)
and similarly for H, G and C. Where, H comes from hJ,,, G from h and from
jj,,1 mj n Gfo
The fast biorthogonal wavelet transform is given by
Aj,k S ,k,lAj+1,I
lEK(j+1)
lEK(j+1)
where Aj,k - (f, j,k), Yj,k (f, 'j,k) and f a function in L 2 (S). The inverse fast
biorthogonal wavelet transform is given by
+,k,,Aj,k + hl,m,(Yj,m-
kEK(j) mEM(j)
Second generation wavelets have the same properties as classical wavelets: fast trans-
form, localizability, decorrelation and polynomial approximation, among others. In
fact, classical wavelets are a subset of the larger class of second generation wavelets.
However, second generation wavelets are constructed from the lifting scheme.
4.1.1 The Lifting Scheme
First generation wavelets are usually designed using the Fourier transform. However,
due to the irregularity of unstructured grids, this transform is not adequate for the
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design of second generation wavelets. The lifting scheme was built as a tool for the
design of second generation wavelets [41].
Suppose we have a biorthogonal set of wavelet filters {hO Old h old hO,old fIold}jkl j,m,l' j 7k,l ' j,m,l
and corresponding scaling and wavelet functions { ,}. A new set of
filters {h7,,,, h , , , 7 h h} may be readily lifted (constructed)
j,k,l'ik~ j,~ ikl
kEK(j)
1 1old 0J, - 0 old ±Skmhiml
=,~ hj^1m7 -iklhkl jkmjl
mEM(j)
which are biorthogonal for any choice sjk,m [41]. The refinement and wavelet equa-
tions now take the form
oj, q$%" = hl~ ~, Sl Sj,k,m7j,k (4.5)
lEK(j+1) kEK(j)
0j, h)M1j+1,1 , fj,k kl j+1, + Sj,k,myj,m-
IEK(j+1) lEK(j+1) mEM(j)
A large class of wavelets may be designed by use of the lifting scheme. The
procedure is to start from a simple wavelet and then "lift" it. The variables Sj,k,m
may be chosen to satisfy desired criteria e.g. vanishing moments. After lifting, the
wavelet transform may be written as a two step procedure:
Ej,m h ' ,i Aj+,, Vm C M(j)
lEK(j+1)
Aj,k =,k ol j+o , + sjkmdjm, Vk C K(j).
IEK(j+1) mEM(j)
Note that there is an equivalent notion of lifting for the dual wavelet. We simply
interchange the duals with the primals and apply the lifting procedure.
In this section, second generation wavelets have been introduced in its most general
form. We shall now concentrate on the class of interpolating wavelets.
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4.1.2 Interpolating Wavelets
An interpolating function #J,k, satisfies the following condition
#,k(X ,k') = 6 k-k', Vk, k' E K(j).
Define n(j, k) and N(j, m) as local neighborhoods to the indices k and m respectively
as follows:
" n(j, k) C M(j) is the set of indices of the new values Aj+i,m (m c n(j, k)) that
are formed by the old value A3,k.
* N(j, m) c K(j), is the set of indices of the old values Aj,k (k E N(j, m)) that
are used in the construction of a new value Aj+,m.
Notice that n(j, k) and N(j, m) are related as n(j, k) = {m k c N(j, m)}. The
linear operator Hi and its adjoint H* may now be written as H : n(j, k) -+ k and
Hj : N(j, m) - m. Define the sequences A= {A,k I k C K(j)}. The subdivision
scheme now takes the form
(4.6)Aj+i,m =ho , j,k,
kEN(j,m)
or in operator notation
with an initial condition of Ajo,k 0 = 1 for ko = k and Ajo,ko = 0 for ko f k, where
k, ko E K(JO). Define
- IIAj,kXSjk,jso,ko = Y ,kxs
kEC(j)
taking (4.6) ad infinitum, and assuming the algorithm converges, we obtain
Jim f = #?~soI -+ ojko0 k, j jo, (4.7)
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which is interpolating. The previous scheme is also known as the cascade algorithm.
Assuming that (4.7) converges for all jo and ko, then Oj,k 0 satisfies the following
refinement equation
jk= hj,k,10j+1,l -- j+1,k + j hj,k,mqj+1,m, Vj and Vk E K(j)
IEK(j+1) mEn(j,k)
We now turn our attention to the wavelet construction. At every single node
m E M(j), choose 4'qld = qj+1,m. We now define the local neighborhoods A(j, m)
and a(j, k) such that
" A(J, m) C K(j), is the set of indices of the scaling functions at level j + 1 that
'0bjm will depend upon.
* a(j,k) c M(j), is equal to {m k c A(j,m)}.
By applying the lifting scheme, we "lift" the old wavelet with scaling functions at
the resolution level j + 1. The new wavelet now takes the form
0m =j+1,m - E Sj,k,m j,k,
kCA(j,m)
where, in general, A(j, m) is some finite set neighborhood. This implies that the
wavelet will have compact support. The variables sj,k,m may be chosen such that the
new wavelets meet with desired performance criteria.
The next step is to look at the duals. As for the primary case, the cascade
algorithm also applies to the dual scaling function filters. However, we iterate over
the filters h . In this case, if the cascade algoithm converges then
>j~ hj,k,A~+1,l =7! j+1,k + >3 m~'m
lEK(j+1) mEa(j,k)
and the wavelet equation is equal to
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'Vbj,M Oj+1.M kE hj,k,mj+1,k-
kEN(j,m)
From the primary and dual refinement and wavelet equations, the wavelet trans-
form and its inverse, may be computed as a two step procedure [42, 43]:
Analysis
Vm E M(j), 7j,m
Vk E K(j), Aj,k
Synthesis
Vk E K(j), Aj+ 1,,
Vm E M(j), Aj+ 1,
= Aj+1,m -- ho, ,mAj+1,k-
kEN(j,m)
= Aj+1,k + s Sj,k,m7j,m.
mEa(jk)
k -- Aj,k - 8 ,k,mjm,
mEa(jk)
ojm mAj+l,k-
kEN(j,m)
See section 12 in [41] for more details.
4.2 Construction of Interpolating Wavelets over
Unstructured Grids
In this section we build interpolating scaling functions that may represent a set of
linearly independent functions. If these functions are chosen to be polynomials, then
we obtain multiresolution finite elements [49]. However, the main difference is that we
also construct the wavelets which bridge across the different multiresolution scales.
For many numerical applications it is useful to have an analytical form for the
scaling function. This may be achieved if we restrict all interpolated values at the
nodes Xj,m over some partition (surface element) Sj'V to lie on Ej12 j aiPi(x) for
some unique set of coefficients {ao, a1 ,..., aMl} where {P(x)} is a set of linearly
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independent functions.
We shall first show that the cascade algorithm, for the primary scaling functions,
converges for a class of interpolating scaling functions.
Lemma 4.2.1 Suppose that {PO, P1,..., PM-11 forms a set of continous, bounded
linearly independent functions over Sj,v. If y(t) = m l ajP(Xi) for some unique
set of coefficients {ao, a1,..., aM-1 then there exists a set of coefficients 9jk,m(k E
N(j, m)) such that
Y( 7 j,m) = 3 Sj,k,mY(Xj,k), Vm E M(j).
kEN(j,m)
Proof Starting from the lazy wavelet [43]( jl = 6( 7 -,k) and N = - 7 ,m))
and lifting the dual wavelet, so that fs P(7) 4j,m( 7 ) dS = 0 for all 'i = 0... M - 1,
we obtain
p = sj~kmjPi(7) ol7) dS,
S kEN(j,m) S
for all {Po, P 1,. . ., Pm_1}, where N(j, m) = {ko, k1 , . .. , kM-1}. This can be written
in matrix form
PO(j,m) Po( j,k) PO(Zj,ki) . .. PO(yj',km_1) j,ko,m
PI(Yij,m) P1(yj,ko) P1 (y,ki) ... P1(j,kml) j,ki,m
PM-1( 7 j,m) PM(-1j,ko) PM-1( 7 J,ki) ... P (-19j,km-) 5 j,km 1 ,m
The result follows. (Note that in the case of polynomials, this matrix is a Vandermode
matrix which is always invertible.)
Thus any new nodal quantities formed by the family of filters S* lie on some space
of linearly independent functions. We use this fact to prove the convergence of the
cascade algorithm.
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For many numerical applications it is useful to have an analytical form of the
scaling function. This may be achieved if we restrict all interpolated nodes 7jm
over some partition Sj, to lie on Em-1 aiP(x) for some unique set of coefficients
{ao, ai, . . ,aM_1}.
Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose that for all the nodes iS, in S,,, z > j, all the neighboring
nodes Xz,k, such that k E N(z, m), are contained in Sj,,. Further assume that the
number of elements of N(z, m) is equal to some positive integer M and the collection
of nodes {j,k} in Sj,, forms a dense subset in Sj,.. Then there exists an interpolating
scaling function, which is given by
M-1
Xjk~) - iii a.e.
i=O
over Sje for some set of unique coefficients {ao, a 1 ,... aMl}, such that
M-1 1 k k
S ajP(YJ,k') k' CK( j).
i=O 0 k k
In addition
J Pi(iy)>,k() dS(Y) = 0.
Moreover, the support of $,k is equal to union of all the neighboring partitions of the
node k.
Proof It is sufficient to analyze the convergence properties of the cascade algo-
rithm, i.e. the sequence
HH+iH+- 1 Hi- 2 .. .3Hz2
as i -+ o, where { 6 kol ( E j)
sj,k,l I G n(j, k)
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Suppose that Az,, y(z,k,), k' E N(z, m), and A= {Azk, k' E K(z)}. By Lemma
(4.2.1) Az+ 1 = Hz*Az satisfies Az+i,m = y(@z,m). Now, let Aj,k - 6 k and choose
{ao, a,, ... , am-_} such that
1 k" = k
Y (xj,k")={1k k
0 k"l # k
for k" C K(j). The result follows.
The coefficients of the refinement equation are given by
h o - -- 1 
1 E C{ a P (7 ,) I E n(j, k), 7 jl E S i,
With Theorem 4.2.1 we may construct interpolating scaling functions that repre-
sent polynomials over the domain S. Moreover, the domain S does not have to be
connected since the scaling functions are constructed directly over the partition Sjk.
Suppose we restrict S R, partition the real line into Sjk = (2-i(k - 1), 2-ik)
and let Po(x) = 1, P1(x) x and P2(x) = x2 . By Theorem (4.2.1), all scaling
functions Oj,k are equal to a polynomial ao + aix + a2x 2 over the segment Sp'v. In
Figure 4-1 a) and b) the scaling functions over the nodes 0 and 1 are shown. Notice
that we have two different forms of scaling functions at the even and odd nodes. The
shift invariance property of classical wavelets is no longer satisfied. However, scaling
functions at any resolution level can be constructed from scaling functions at a finer
level,from the refinement equation, as shown in Figure 4-2.
The scaling functions constructed in Figure 4-1 are an example of a Multiwavelet
representation. Since we have two basic shapes of the scaling function we separate
them in even and odd components. Let 02even = #$,2 and #odd = 0, 2 i+1 for all i, where
i is an integer. It is simple to see that the two scaling functions satisfy
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Level resolution
Level j - 1 reaolution
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Level j- 2 resolution
0,2
0O -S 0 1
Figure 4-1: Quadratic interpolating scaling functions over the real line at different
scales of resolution.
Oeven (2x)
0 dd (2x) I
Oeven (2X + 4)
#0 dd(2x + 4) I
0
1
-1/8]
1
0
[
-1/8]
0
#even(2x - 4)
kodd(2x - 4)[
The next step is to construct vanishing moments on the wavelet. This condition
is satisfied by forcing J Pi(7)'46j,m(7) dS = 0.
With the use of the lifting scheme this condition reduces to solving the coefficients
Sj,k,m such that
Pi(7)j+1,m(7) dS = (4.8)E Sj,k,m
kEA(j,m)
This completes the construction of the primal basis. Note that we may construct the
dual scaling functions with the same procedure described in Chapter 3. However, we
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[Oeven (x)#odd(x) I 3/83/410_[ [[1 3/810 0J IOeven(2X + 8)#Odd(2x + 8) I
I P X #j,k(f) dS.
Construction of #j k
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Figure 4-2: The function qjk may be easily reconstructed from scaling functions
from a finer level of resolution. In this example, the refinement equation #j-,o =
0j,0 + 3(0,_1 + 1) - (01,- 3+#O,3) is satisfied. The filter coefficients are determined
by the values of #j-,o at x = +/ - 1 and x = +/ - 3.
leave the stability analysis as future work.
4.2.1 Basis Properties
Theorem 4.2.2 The basis elements of V++ Jtj Wi form a linearly independent set.
Proof Choose an element v e Vn. Due to the interpolating property of { ,k},
there exists a unique set of coefficients {sj} such that V = Ek sk#n,k. Now, let
L Gj-
and apply this matrix to every single basis element in V. Thus, any element of
V + E-' Wi is a linear combination of basis elements of Vn. Linear independence
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Figure 4-3: Scaling functions at level 0 and 1
scaling functions {o,1, 00,2, 0, 3 } are located at
{1,1, . . ,q 1,5 } at AC(0) = {ko, ki, k2, mO, m1I}.
over the finite interval S=[0, 5]. The
the nodes {ko, k1 , k2 } respectively and
follows from the full rank property of Y.
Corollary 4.2.1 The basis elements of Vj + E'- IH~i form a linearly independent
set.
Proof The proof follows from the biorthogonal relation between the basis elements
of V and V, .
4.2.2 Construction of 1-D Wavelets
We may now construct scaling functions and wavelets over more complex geometries.
Suppose that S= [0, 5], Po = 1, P= x, P2 = x2. We group the nodes at level 0 and
1 as AZ(0) = {ko, ki, k2}, M(0) = {mo, m,} with IC(1) = AC(0) U M(0) = {kO, ki, k2,
ino, mi} , as shown in Figure 4-3. As in the previous example we construct piecewise
quadratic scaling functions, however, in this case, we have a finite domain. Theorem
4.2.1 allows the construction of scaling functions adapted to the local domain, thus
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Refinement for 00,3 Scaling Function
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Figure 4-4: In this figure we construct all linear scaling functions {kO, k1 , k2 } at level
0 from linear combinations of scaling functions at level 1.
the boundary scaling functions q0, 1 and q0,3 are inherently different from the middle
scaling function 00,1, However, the refinement equation is still satisfied. Figure 4-4
shows the relation of the scaling functions at level 0 and 1. All three scaling functions
#0 ,1, 00, 2 and O,3 are constructed from a linear combination of 0 1, 1 ,. . . , #1,5.
With the lifting scheme we may now build the two wavelets located at the nodes
{mo, mi} as shown in Figure 4-5. In this case we impose vanishing moments up
to quadratics. As a check, we integrate the wavelets against polynomials {1, x, x2
indeed confirming the vanishing moment property of the wavelet. This will be signif-
icant for computational modeling problems, where the number of vanishing moments
is directly related to the rates of decay of the coefficients of the stiffness matrix, which
leads to a sparse system representation. This will investigated further in chapters 5
and 6.
We now demonstrate the adaptability of the wavelet constructions. If the nodes at
level C(0) and M(O) are shifted, the adaptive property of Theorem 4.2.1 still allows
the reconstruction of wavelets and scaling functions. However, as seen in Figures
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First Primary Wavelet wo,1
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
First Primary Wavelet WO,2
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Figure 4-5: Wavelets located at the nodes mo and mi. The
vanishing moment condition up to quadratics.
Irregular Primary Scaling Functions Level 0
3
-1
-2 -
-3ko kj k2
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
Irregular Primary Scaling Functions Level 1
3
2--
-1 --
-2-
-3 ko mq ki mi~ k2
two wavelets satisfy the
4.5 5
Figure 4-6: Scaling functions at level 0 and 1. In this example the nodes {ki, in, m1}
are shifted, breaking the regularity of the scaling functions at level 0. As shown, the
new scaling functions depend on the local properties of the domain.
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{ ki, m, mi} are shifted, the refinement equation is still
First Primary Wavelet wo,1
3'0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
First Primary Wavelet wO,2
2
1
0
-1
-2
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
Figure 4-8: Wavelets created at the shifted nodes {mo, m 1}. The vanishing moment
of the wavelets is still satisfied.
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Figure 4-7: After the nodes
satisfied.
-
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0  ko I M I 1o
01 01
IF,
Figure 4-9: Wavelet construction around corners. C(0) ={k, k, k}, M(0)
{m, 0mJo}, M4 (1) = {I r , m', mni, m'}
4-6, 4-7 and Figures 4-8, the refinement equation for the scaling functions and the
vanishing moment property for the wavelet are still satisfied.
4.2.3 2D constructions with corners
We may now extend scaling functions built in 1-D to curvilinear domains in R . One
solution might be to map scaling functions and wavelets from R1 to R2 . However,
when 1D wavelets with M vanishing moments are mapped onto a curve in R2 , one
cannot expect to obtain the Mh order of vanishing moments with respect to the
global 2D cartesian coordinates. We may mitigate this problem by restricting the
domain to be smooth, but in many practical computational problems we have to deal
with corners. The solution is to construct wavelets on the curve but impose vanishing
moments in the global 2D coordinates.
Divide the domain S c R 2 into two intervals IF and P 2 with a corner at k',
as shown in Figure 4-9. Further choose Po = 1, P = x1 , and P2 = x2 , where
(X1 , X2 ) E S. Now, the neighborhood set N(j, m) depends on the location of the
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node. Around the corner we need to lift three dual scaling functions to kill three
moments {1, x 1 , x2 }, thus N(O, m') = N(O, mi) = {k, ko, ks}. Similarly for m'
and m', N(1, ml) = N(1, ml) = {mg, ko, m }. However, for ml and ml only
two moments ({1, x,} or {1, x2}) need to vanish, thus N(1, ml) ={k, mo} and
N(1, ml) = {k 0 , m0}. Following the same pattern ad infinitum we have for the scal-
ing functions at level 0
00,ko0
00,ko0
#00,k
#00,k
00,kO
00,kO2
1 - x1
0
X1 - x 2
X 1 - X2
0
x 2
on
on
on
on
on
on
F1,
F2,
£1,
I'2,
F2 1
The refinement equation coefficients are given by
ho,k8 ,m8 = I
ho,k ,mU - 1
ho,ko,mo =
k0  =12'0
0,
0,
The refinement equations are of the form
1
00,ko - 1,ko + 1,mn 1.1
2 k 2 1,m +
The dual wavelets at level 0 are
V)O' =
1,MO - - ,k
- 1~ 1~
01,m - i,ko - 1,k 0 ,1 2 1~ 2 '2
(4.9)
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ho,k ,mg
ho,k ,m -
It is not hard to show that the dual wavelets at level 0 vanish moments in {1, x 1, x 2}.
For example:
Is ~O =f ko ± - 1~ 1 -J, = , 4Oki)Q/1,mg - -- ,ko - - 1 ,k?) = 0.X1 . s2 0 2 0 2 1
The next step is to construct primary wavelets at level 0 which vanish moments
across the corner. We impose the condition A(j, m) = N(j, m), thus
S P
S 2 P
fS P0j,ko
- S P1 Oj,k0
f_ P2 j,k0
Evaluating the matrix gives us
1/2
1/4
0
1/2
1/6
0
POq jk
P1 j,ko
P2 Ojk
1 1/2
5/6 1/2
1/6 1/3
fs P00j,ko2
fS 1 j,ko
f P$,ko
§j,ko,mo
§j,kO,mo
gj,ko,mo
Sj,ko,mO
Si,k?,m8
5 j,k, mg
Then, j,komo = 13/16, j,k ,m = 1/8 and Sj,ko,mo = -1/16. It is now a simple matter
to show that the wavelet V'j,mo vanishes polynomials.
We may now build wavelet basis around more complex objects. In Figures 4-10
and 4-11 we present results of linear wavelet constructions which vanish polynomials
of order one in R2. Notice that even at very crude discretizations of the circle, as
shown in Figure 4-10, the wavelets still vanish polynomials.
4.2.4 Surface Wavelets
We now concentrate on the class of interpolating scaling functions over flat surface
elements in R3 . We shall first start with the construction of surface wavelets on
the plane and then extend them to R3 . Let S be a (not necessarily connected)
surface embedded in R3 . Now, partition S into a finite number of triangular elements.
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Figure 4-10: Multiple irregular discretizations of the circle with linear hats wavelets
which vanish first order polynomials around corners.
Denote each individual triangle as So,,, where 0 refers to the level of resolution of the
triangulation. The next step is to subdivide each triangle So,, into 4 smaller triangles.
Denote the refined triangles by Si,, at level 1 of resolution. This process is repeated
for n iterations. We denote the new refined triangles as Sj,,, where j is the level
of refinement that they belong to. Thus at any level of refinement j, U, S,V = S.
Let {P(7)} be the set of polynomial functions over the surface element Sj,.. The
polynomials are given by
Pi(2 = , X ,
where the indices a, b and c are chosen such that P(7) represents all polynomial
permutations over the partition Si,k, up to the desired order, and {xj I i = 1, 2} are
the global coordinates. The primary functions now take the form
M-1
#5,k(X) = ajP(7)
i=O
(4.10)
over any partition Sr,.
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Proj. coeff. onto {KC(O),M(O)}
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Figure 4-11: Compression of a first order polynomial 7 + 29x 1 + 23x 2 using a wavelet
basis. We project the polynomial onto the dual wavelet basis. The projection coffi-
cients are obtained by integrating f(7 + 29x 1 + 23x2)j,k for the dual scaling function
and f(7 + 29x 1 + 23x2)/j,k for the dual wavelet. As seen in the graphs only the first
six coefficients, which correspond to the projection coefficients of the dual scaling
functions, integrate to a non zero number.
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There are many ways to group the interpolating nodes X,,k at different scales of
resolution to form a dense subset of nodes over any triangular element. However, it
is desirable to have a fairly uniform density of scaling functions at every resolution
level. We shall therefore take the following approach. Start with the triangle Sio
and let Sj+1,4,+l, I = 0.. .3 be the refined triangulation of Sj,,. Pick M nodes
Xk E Spo, k E K(j). These M nodes are used to construct values at interpolating
nodes xm at the next level of refinement, where Xm E Sj+1,4v+l such that m C M(j),
for I = 0 ... 3. The refined nodes Xm are chosen such that each refined triangle sj,4v+l,
1 = 0 ... 3 contains exactly M nodes and retains the original structure of the primary
triangle.
We now divide the refined nodes into two categories: interior and boundary nodes.
The neighborhood around any interior refined node Eim in Sj,v is restricted such that
N(j, m) C {k E AC(j) k E Sj,v}.
which correspond to the nodes marked 4 in Figure 4-12. The neigborhood N(j, n)
corresponds to all the nodes marked x.
The neighborhood around any boundary refined node im is chosen such that the
nodes of N(j, m) belong to the same triangle. However, for the other two edges the
nodes N(j, m) belong to the adjacent triangle. Notice that as long as we pick all the
boundary nodes between two triangles to lie on a plane comming out of the surface,
the new refined points will only depend on other boundary nodes in the same triangle,
thus satisfying the requirements of Theorem 4.2.1. Another consequence is that the
scaling functions will be C0 (S) continuous across the boundary.
The primary wavelets may now be constructed by applying the lifting scheme and
imposing vanishing moments over the surface S. For the interior nodes, the nodes of
the neigborhood A(j, m) are chosen from the same triangle. For the boundary nodes,
at one edge, the nodes of A(j, m) belong to the same triangle. For the other two
edges the nodes of A(j, m) belong to the adjacent triangle.
We now present a quadratic surface wavelet construction. In Figure 4-12 we have
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an example of the nodes distribution to create quadratic wavelets on a flat surface.
The first step is to create the scaling functions. For interior nodes marked as 4 we
choose the the neigborhood N(j, m) to be all six nodes marked x. For the boundary
nodes we choose N(j, m) to be only the three nodes marked x on the same edge. This
choice for the boundary nodes is sufficient since we only need three colinear points to
define a quadratic exactly. In Figures 4-13 and 4-14 we have the support and shape
of the quadratic scaling functions.
The next step is to impose vanishing moments on the wavelet. In this case the
moments to vanish are {Po, ... , P5 } = x1 , x 2 , x1 2 , x1, 2i}. We need in this case
A(j, m) to have cardinality six. From 4-1, all the nodes marked as 1, 4, A(j, m) to be
equal to all six nodes marked x. For nodes 2 and 3 we use all six nodes in K(j) from
the adjacent triangle. We then apply the lifting scheme to impose these vanishing
moments.
The quadratic surface wavelets may now be extended to R3 by mapping the scaling
functions over each triangle in R 2, at the finest resolution, onto a mesh in 3D. The next
step is to impose vanishing moments. However, the wavelet must vanish moments in
the global domain directly over the mesh. In this case the polynomial moments are
Pix =, X, X ,
where {xi I i = 1, 2, 3} are the global domain coordinates. Thus if we want to kill the
four moments {1, x1 , x2, X3} we need at least four nodes in A(j, m). We then proceed
lift the wavelet , with the mapped scaling functions, to impose vanishing moments
directly over the mesh.
Notice that the mapping will destroy the vanishing moment properties of the dual
wavelet. For corners, we would have only one vanishing moment. However, we may
avoid the dual wavelet altogether, if we solve a Galerkin formulation of a PDE, which
relies only on the primary basis functions.
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I
Figure 4-12: Example of the distribution of nodes for the construction of
quadratic scaling functions and wavelets. For this example, {Po,... , P5} ={ 1, x1 , x2 , x1x 2, 21, x}. For both the scaling function and wavelet, the nodes marked
as 1 or 4 depend only from nodes, marked x, in the principal triangle. The node
numbers 2 and 3 depend from nodes in K(j) from the adjacent triangle.
/5j \ \k,4-~ B 1
p77 i 77\
/ ~ r \ / \
/~ ~ \B. .\
\ / \ / \
Figure 4-13: Support of the primary scaling functions over a triangulated surface
domain in R3 or R2 . The gray lines indicate the boundaries of the scaling functions.
The x nodes belong to C(j) and the EL nodes belong to M(j). As in the one dimen-
sional case, we have two types of scaling functions. The left figure shows the support
for scaling functions #jk, centered at the vertex of the triangular element S,,. In the
right figure we have the support for #j,ki which is centered at an interior node.
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Figure 4-14: Example of four shape functions located at interior and exterior nodes.
A scaling function is then constructed from all the neighboring triangles to the inter-
polating node.
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Chapter 5
Applications of Wavelets on
Curves and Surfaces in
Computational Modeling
The multiwavelet for surfaces representations described in Chapters 3 and 4 provide a
multilevel framework, which can support the study of 3D problems in computational
mechanics in several ways. Essentially, the spatially adpative Multiwavelet, developed
in the previous chapters, can be thought of as a tool for
(a) Represention of complex surfaces or functions on complex surfaces.
(b) Analysis of discrete data sampled at the nodes of an irregular mesh.
(c) Discretization of partial differential equations on arbitrary domains.
In this chapter we concentrate on applications to discretize PDEs in 3D. Moreover, we
analyze the 3D integral formulation with linear surface wavelets introduced in Chapter
3 applied to Calder6n-Zygmund integral operators. We derive a scheme based on a
distance criterion between the source and the observation points. We show that it is
only necessary to compute 0 (N(logN)7/2 ) entries of the stiffness matrix to achieve
quadratic asymptotic convergence.
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5.1 Discretization of partial differential equations
Traditional wavelet constructions have already been shown to be a useful tool for
simulating the partial differential equations of physical processes. Examples of work
involving differential forms can be found in Amaratunga et al. [5, 6, 7] and Qian et
al. [39], while examples of work involving integral forms can be found in Beylkin et
al. [8] and Dahmen et al. [15]. In all of these instances, the general approach is
to use a traditional one-dimensional wavelet basis or a tensor product of such bases
in a Galerkin procedure. This leads to fast, hierarchical and locally adaptive algo-
rithms. The disadvantage of using a traditional wavelet basis is that it necessitates
the discretization of the problem on a uniform grid. For 3D problems in particular,
uniform grids can be unduly cumbersome. For example, Dahmen et al. [15] and von
Petersdorff et al. [36] treat 3D problems by using a scalar or multiwavelet basis on
a 2D uniform grid, which is then mapped to smooth 3D surface patches. However,
no results from a practical implementation are presented in either case. In our work,
we show how second-generation surface wavelets, which are directly constructed on
a 3D mesh, can be used to simulate 3D problems, thereby extending their appli-
cability beyond the domain of computer graphics. We analyze and implement our
approach. Thus, we demonstrate that second-generation surface wavelets combine
the advantages of traditional wavelets with a level of geometric flexibility similar to
that associated with finite element techniques.
5.1.1 Differential Formulations
Although the focus of the present discussion has been on integral forms, it should be
noted that the surface wavelet construction is also applicable to problems stated in
differential form. Suppose now that we wish to solve the Laplace equation on a two
dimensional domain, S. We may then consider expanding u(7 ) as
kZK- Ank Onk(x) G x S
kEK(n)
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The Galerkin approach then yields the following system of equations
E An,k' JA n,k(X)n,k(x )dS = 0 ; k G K(n).
k'EK(n) s
The inner products with respect to the operator,
k1 f ~~'X)n,k(Xd
S
are known as connection coefficients and they can be interpreted as the coefficients
in an expansion of the form
Eq~kIx Qk 5 k1 o,k~x S.
kCEK(n)
Once again, it is desirable to design the primary scaling function, on,k(), to have
interpolating properties, since this allows the connection coefficients to be simply
computed as Qk, -- An,k'(k). Note that this requires the scaling function to
be twice differentiable with respect to the spatial dimensions. Subsequently, the
multiscale representation can be obtained by performing a change of basis in a manner
similar to that described for the integral form. One must also deal with the issue
of boundary conditions, which can be enforced using techniques similar to those
described in Amaratunga et al. [5, 6, 7] for traditional wavelet discretizations.
In general, the discretization of problems in differential form does not result in
significant opportunities for compression, since the matrix is already sparse to start
with. However, one can still realize significant performance benefits by using sim-
ple diagonal preconditioning to accelerate the solution of the multiscale system of
equations [7].
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5.1.2 Integral Formulations
Our methodology for solving integral equations using second generation surface wavelets
is applicable to a wide class of engineering problems (for example, Laplace, Helmholtz
and elasticity,) whose kernels exhibit decay of the form 1/r'. Here, we develop the ap-
proach with reference to the Laplace equation on a closed 3D domain, noting that the
procedure for other Calderon-Zygmund and pseudo-differential operators is similar.
Consider the model boundary value problem
where Q is a closed 3D domain of arbitrary shape. We prescribe a Dirichlet boundary
condition
U = b, u E S,
where S is the boundary of Q.
In order to use surface wavelets to efficiently discretize the problem, it must be
first restated in boundary integral form. This can be done with the help of Green's
theorem, which is commonly used to reduce the problem dimension (see e.g. Brebbia,
[9]). We will restate the problem as a second-kind Fredholm integral equation'
A ()/j(Y) + J p( ) K(7, V) dS( ) = b(Y) ; C E S (5.1)
S
K(Y, Y) is the kernel of the integral operator, which in this case is the normal
derivative, O/OnG(Y, ), of the free space Green's function
G(Y,7 -
47r 1X 
- y11
'The second-kind formulation is preferable to the first-kind formulation, since the latter generally
leads to an ill-conditioned system of equations.
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Here, the notation 11.1| denotes the Euclidean vector norm. A(7) is a geometric
parameter, which is equal to 1/2 if the surface S is smooth everywhere 2 . Eq. (5.1)
must be solved for p((), after which the solution can be computed as the double layer
potential
u(7) = J () K(7, ) dS(-) ; 7 E Q. (5.2)
S
The general approach to discretization is to form a truncated wavelet expansion
for the unknown quantity
n--1
~approx(7 Z O,approx /'oo,() + japprox Vjm(f)
kEK(O) j=0 mEM(j)
and then solve for the expansion coefficients pO,"p"" and r7j'" ppoxusing a Galerkin or
collocation scheme. Here, n denotes the finest level in the multilevel mesh. When a
Galerkin approach is used, one chooses the test functions (weighting functions) to be
the dual wavelet basis
{ ,k( ), )j,m(X)Ik E K(0), m C M(j), 0 < j < n
since the biorthogonality conditions permit some simplification of the resulting system
of equations3 . From an algebraic perspective, this system of equations is most easily
developed if one proceeds as follows.
Step 1: Form a single scale Galerkin system
Start with an equivalent single scale expansion of the form
,approx( 7  n 4~approx~fk7
kEK(n)
2 If the surface is not smooth, A(E) can be determined using standard techniques outlined in
Brebbia [9] .
3Strictly speaking, such a scheme is referred to as a Petrov-Galerkin scheme since the test func-
tions differ from the trial functions.
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Plug this into Eq. (5.1), weight with the dual scaling functions, &b,k(X) and integrate
over S. This results in the system of equations
AnIpn,approx + Z K ,n,approx b ; k E K(n) (5.3)
k 1 k k K+n (5.3)k
k'EK(n)
In this system, the right hand side is formally given by the integral
b J b(-) n,k(x) dS(7) (5.4)
S
but because of the interpolating property, this can be simply calculated as
b = b(7k)
Similarly, the matrix entries, K n, are given by
k , =2,On9) #4,( ) dS( ) &n,k( ) dS(X-) (5.5)
S S
and these can be calculated as
k ,k K(xk, ) #n,k' ( ) dS()
S
Since #n,k' () are simply linear interpolating functions, the K, , coefficients can
be computed using standard Gaussian quadrature formulae similar to those commonly
used in finite element modeling. Note that for computational tractability the kernel
can be expressed as
K(1 ( Y) ) =(M (5.6)
47 X - y
where n(i) is the outward unit normal vector to the boundary at the point Q.
The coefficients A' in Eq. (5.3) are samples of A(7) at the points Xk for the nth
resolution mesh. In general, the nth resolution mesh will be a polyhedral approxi-
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mation to the true surface geometry, which means that A(X) for the mesh will differ
from A(f) for the true surface wherever there is an artificial discontinuity introduced
by the geometric approximation. This typically occurs at element boundaries.
In matrix form, the single scale Galerkin equations may be written as
(A" + Kn) n,approx bn
_n,approx napo
Here, 'L is the vector of unknown coefficients p4 ap'pr, An is a diagonal matrix
with entries A', Kn is the stiffness matrix with entries K ,,, and b is the vector
with entries b .
Step 2: Perform a change of basis
The second step is to decompose the level n scaling functions, q,,k(f) and qnk(),
into wavelets in Eq. (5.4) and (5.5). This is a recursive process, which can be per-
formed by rearranging the scaling relations and the wavelet equations in the following
form:
+1,k~ N =j,k(y) - h',k,m Oj+1,m()
m E n(j,k)
qj+1,m ) Qj,m(Y) +,k,m j,k(y)
k C A(j,m)
Oj+l,k(y) = qOj,k (X) -'k~ 5jr
m C a(j,k)
Oj+1,m(y) Oj,m(Y) + 5 km j+l,k(y)
k C N(j,m)
With some algebraic manipulation, it can be shown that this change of basis
results in a system of equations of the form
W(An + Kn) T(W n,approx) = Wb . (57)
In this system, W denotes the matrix that performs the DWT. For example, Wb
transforms bn according to the recursion
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of, = bm+1 -ho,k,mb+1
k E N(j,m)
b~b~1 ± Z h,k,m Vjn
m E a(j,k)
where
i= b(-) ' j,m(i) dS(7).
S
Similarly, W denotes the dual DWT matrix. The dual DWT operates on the rows of
An + K" in Eq. (5.7), hence the transpose notation.
The matrix kn = W(An + Kn)WT is the realization of the integral operator in
the wavelet basis. It is in fact the generalization to 3D triangular meshes of the
standard form matrix, which was described by Beylkin et al. [8] for problems on
uniform one-dimensional grids using traditional wavelets. Since kn is the result of a
boundary integral discretization, it is technically a densely populated matrix with N2
entries, where N is the total number of unknown coefficients in the wavelet expansion
for [( 5 ). The entries of K' are typically of the form
/3#f i, = K(2 9)j,. (Y) dS (Y) V@j,n,(ff) dS(ff) (5.8)
S S
and they exhibit rapid decay as the distance Xym - Ym, between the observation
point Xm and the source point jJm, increases. This is considerably faster than the rate
of decay of the entries in the single scale matrix, K . Consequently, one need only
retain roughly O((logN) 2N) of the most significant entries in Kn in order to compute
the final solution with acceptable accuracy. In Section 5.2, we derive in the 3D case
estimates for (a) the decay of the kernel coefficients, (b) the rate of convergence and
(c) the number of entries that must be retained in the compressed matrix to match
the rate of convergence that is obtained without compression.
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5.2 Analysis of the 3D Integral Formulation
In section 5.1 we presented the application of the multiresolution linear surface
wavelets to the Laplace equation
where Q is a closed 3D domain of arbitrary shape. We prescribed a Dirichlet boundary
condition
u = b, u E S,
This PDE may be posed as an integral equation of the form
A(f)p(Y) + J p-() K(7, 9) dS( ) - b(7) ; Y E S.
S
We will now obtain estimates for:
(a) the decay of the kernel expansion coefficients in the linear surface wavelet basis
(b) the rate of convergence of the numerical scheme when no matrix compression
is performed, and
(c) the number of entries that must be retained in the compressed matrix, so
that the rate of convergence under compression is of the same order as that which is
obtained without compression.
Note that the following analysis is valid for the class of integral operators T
L 2 (S) -+ L 2 (S) of the form
T (p) = f KT(7, Y)p ) dS(V) = b(Y)
The kernel KT( 7 , V) satisfies
lDc'DOKT((,I _ y 2+IQI+I/3 '
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n,
R
Figure 5-1: Local coordinate system for Taylor series expansion.
where C is bounded and D', DO are the cartesian derivatives in R3 acting on a smooth
extension of KT( , y) to a tubular neighborhood of S. Furthermore we shall restrict
b ( ), p(2 EO H(S)
5.2.1 Decay of the Kernel Coefficients in the Linear Surface
Wavelet Basis
We now establish estimates for the decay of the kernel coefficients f3# j, in the linearm,m
surface wavelet basis. Referring to Figure 5-1, we first expand the kernel in a three-
dimensional Taylor series about x = m.
M-1 Upqn p+q+rK UpVq n' O MK
alla5q-5 XI Y + pU OV q f 7rK ~ qy)O=p!q!r! u vXnr p!q!r! Ouan:p+q+r=0 p+q+r=M XX
(5.9)
Here, us, vx and nr denote a system of local coordinates such that directions
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ux and vx lie in the tangent plane at the point -m E S and nm is the direction of
the outward normal. 7 is a point such that 7 - Xm E [(0, 0, 0), (ux, vx, nm)]. The
coordinates of any point 7 C S in the neighborhood of xm are constrained by the
surface geometry. For example, in the case of the sphere of radius R shown in Figure
5-1, we have
nx = [R2 - U - ] -- R = f(ux,vx).
Note that other smooth surfaces can be represented in a similar manner. We may
expand nx in a two-dimensional McLaurin series as
N-1 UP qp+qf ppq 0 Nf
nfx Z E X Up Vq(0 0) + X q U, (qX ) (5.10)
p+q=0 p~q &uXjPvq ' p+q=N pqXx
where ( x, iq) E [(0, 0), (ux, vx)]. By combining Equations (5.9) and (5.10), we obtain
a representation of the kernel in terms of ux and v only.
We now consider the case of the linear surface wavelet basis described above. By
their construction, the scaling functions #j,k(x), k c K(j), can reproduce linear func-
tions of the form CO+Cilx+C 2Vx in the neighborhood of Gm. Since (5j,k(), ,m(-))
0, we see that
J /j,m(7)dS(7) = 0, (5.11)
S
J/ ux/j,m(Y)dS(Y) = 0, (5.12)S
J Vx/,m(X)dS(Y) = 0. (5.13)
S
Hence, if we expand the kernel with M = 1 and N = 2 in Equations. (5.9) and (5.10)
respectively, we obtain from Equation (5.8) that
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f# ' = F(, 77x)
S
(T, ) , dS
where E lies within the support of V/j,m( 7 ) and
FQ(X, ?7x) = 1 29 (uG 7) u 'jm(7 X)dS(Ei) + 92f
S
I
S
+ 02f
2 Ov~ Tc I
S
(5.15)
Using a similar Taylor series analysis, this time about y = in, with M 1 and
N = 1, we find that f 9K(, V) ,,(-) dS(-) is equal to
S
&2 K (a2K )]
Onynx2 2K 
ff,(r, )n+
S 2 K
+ ( , v)
.OVYnx
Of
'U-(4y 1 7y)(u U
Of bq)2 K
OVY Onynx
Sy oy,m,( ) dS
S
S
for some v lying within the support of 4ym'(u). From Equation (5.6), each of the
terms 0 2 K(f, )/Ouy9nx, 0 2 KQf, r)/Oy'nxand 0 2 K(f, ii)/Onyrnm has the bound
C/fl - 9|4 . Hence we arrive at the estimate
sup (C1
SA_,
I, + C2I I )(C 31, + C4I, +C 5 I ),
(5.16)
where
jp, =M U () jm fldS(f)
Aj,m
and AjM, = support 4'',M,(y), A,m= support j,m(-). Using the Schwarz inequality
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(5.14)
UxVx Qij,m(5)dS( )
; , <mj M'< sup
T CAj,m v
Ip",, = f
Ajim
xi j,mn( ) dS~i.
Vy V)j,,m, ( ) dS ( )
UP q Ojm fldS (-),
and Equation (3.27), we obtain
1 1
2 2
Iq < UP q2 dS( ) }()2 dSffl
AjIM AjIM
< Ch_ I (5.17)
Similarly, we find that ; j Ch +q+. Let l , denote the distance between the
supports of j, (7 ) and Ojl,m(). We thus have
, Ch h2 ,
5.2.2 Convergence
Consider now the rate of convergence of the discrete approximation, in the case where
no compression is performed on the operator matrix. This will represent the desired
rate of convergence that we expect to match when compression is in fact performed.
Let Ty(7) : L2 (S) -> L 2 (S) be an integral operator, satisfying the following
conditions of continuity and invertibility:
|T p(i)|| < C||[t(7)| (5.18)
|jp( )|| < C||T1 p( l||.
Let the operator be discretized using a biorthogonal surface wavelet basis, which
satisfies the Riesz stability criterion i.e.
Ally(7)H12 < 2 + 11- 3 112 < Blp(!()fl 2  (5.19)
jfl
where A and B are constants independent of n and B > A > 0. This will be true
from Theorem 3.2.1 since t( 7 ) E Hg(S). We now expand p() as
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"@~~)= S ~~n,k(+S
kEK(n) j=n mEM(j)
in the L2 sense and the norms of the coefficient vectors, pi7 and i-q are given by
,inpk i= K:
kEK(n) mCM(j)
We are interested in understanding the behavior of the error ,exact( ),aPProx W 1 1
where pexact(7) is the exact solution to the integral equation
Ttp(7) = b(7)
and pUaPPx( ) is the approximate solution. From the Riesz criterion, we have
||pexact( _ _ approx( j)|| < C { nexact - yn,approxH2 + (5.20)
In order to proceed, we must first show that the discrete operator matrix, An+K",
satisfies the condition
for sufficiently large n. This ensures the invertibility of the matrix, because the
minimum singular value then satisfies the condition
Omin (An + Kn) =Min n ;> C > 0.
-n s-nl | |
Let f(X) be a function in HOg(S) with the expansion
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(5.21)
W V)j' M (X)
( 2exact 2
||p"||I < C||(A n + K n)p"||
f ( k) K c) ,k( ) + M,m()
k EK(n) j=n mE M(j)
and let its projection onto the subspace V = span{f#,k (X) Ik E
Pnf (X) =
kEK(n)
From the Riesz condition (Theorem 3.2.1), we then have that
Al f||2 < pnJ12 + 11|d ||12
j~n
and
| ||2 < B||f - Pf ||2
Now since Ilf - Pnf 1- 0 as n -- oc, we may find a positive constant C"O < A/B
such that, if no is a sufficiently large integer and n > no,
|lf - puf|f 12 - no
This gives
|d |2E2f < BCnOIlf|| 2
Hence, from Equation (5.22)
K(n)} be Pf(7) i.e.
(5.22)
|| | 2 > A |f|2
- ||d |2
i=n
> (A - BCn)||f || 2
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ck On,k(-).
> C|f 112
where C > 0. Now we set
f(7) = TPn1y(7)
so that the coefficients of Pnf and Pnp are related by
C" =(A" + K")
We then have by the Riesz criterion
||fin, < C||P ()|,
by Equation (5.14)
,,fi|| < C||TP 1up(7)||,
by the Riesz criterion
||pin, < CH|2" |,
and by Equation 5.21
||fi|| < C|( n" + KC ± )in||.
We may now relate the error
error, r ,
|'exact -napprox
snexactin solving for the coefficients pu to the residual
< CHI(An +Kn)('exac t - ''approx
< CI(A" + K")T'''xac - b H
" Cpn"|. (5.23)
The residual error can be determined by inserting the exact solution, pexaMt(7),
into the resolution n Galerkin equations, which are formed from the boundary integral
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equation by taking qn,k(x) as test functions. Thus, we obtain
n" = (A +K )- xact_ -n
-(AKje - b
00
E n flj~j,exact
j=n
where -Y'n' has entries
Y,', 
= I
S
I
S
and e'lct has entries
rj/exact = J 'exact(7)/(2)dS( );
S
M C M(j).
Next, we rewrite Equation (5.24) in the form
we = Rrq
where
(5.26)
T"nn Yn,n+1
and
0
-n,exact
7
-n+1,exact
rI
We now show that IIR"|| is bounded. Let f(X) be a function in L2 (S) and let the
expansion coefficients of f(X-) and Tf(7) be respectively given by
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(5.24)
(5.25)
K(X- -Y)Ojm( )dS(Y)&,k(X-)dS( ); k E K(n), m E M(j),
R n = [ (An + Kn)
Cd
f =-n+1
d
and
g
-~ z
-n+1
z
Then
R~ f|R|| = max
= max .
But from Equation (5.19)
11"11 < CjlTf ()
and
IV 1 Clf ()1.
Then, because of Equation (5.18), we have
|IIR||< Cmax ||T (X)|| < C. (5U27)f#o |f()Ij 
-
Next, we consider the behavior of fq ||. By expanding [exac( 7 ) in a Taylor series
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about Y = 7m in Equation (5.25), we find that
1jexact  1 < Ch2I
for the linear surface wavelet basis. (In general, we will have one order higher than the
highest order polynomial that can be reproduced by the scaling functions.) Hence,
we have
Z ji exact 12
j=n
00
< C (h4
j=n
" CE( 2 4
jCh
"<Ch 4
Here we have assumed that equal subdivision is used to generate those hypothet-
ical meshes with resolution j > n. Note that this does not impose any additional
restrictions on the actual mesh. Thus,
n~ {K exact 112}
= 71 6 " '|
< Ch 2 (5.29)
Combining Equations (5.23), (5.26), (5.27) and (5.29) we have
nexact - napprox
K
K
Finally, from Eqs (5.20), (5.28) and (5.30) we have
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(5.28)
Ch. (5.30)
IIPexact() - apPProx(7)|| < Chn.
5.2.3 Convergence under compression
We now examine the trade-off between compression and solution error. In the case
where matrix compression is performed, we solve a discrete system of the form
kncomp (Wi 'ncomp) = W b.
Here, the compressed matrix is given by
kn,comp =kn _- k
where kn is the standard form matrix described earlier and AKn represents the
entries discarded during compression.
As a first step, we note that the discrete wavelet transform operator, W, and
its inverse are bounded because of the Riesz criterion. To see this, consider the
projection of a function, Pup(7) E Vn, which has the equivalent single scale and
multiscale expansions
Pnpi =, k p$n,k~i
kEK(n)
n-1
= IPk 00,k(X)+ >3 r7?'j,m().
kEK(O) j=O mEM(j)
Then, from Equation (5.19), we have
A||Pnp(7)f|2 < IYH2 < B||Pnp(7)|2
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A||Pup(fl|2  IW l| 2 < B||Pnp(f)|| 2
for the single scale expansion and the multiscale expansion respectively. This gives
The error in solving the boundary integral equation when the matrix is compressed
is
pexact(7) - pCOmP(j)|| < C
I ' Inexact
- n'comnp2 +
00
S' 2jexact 11 
j~fl
n,exact -n,comp
I~i -P 1 < Cn|(A"+ )( y" exact ncomp- Ar )I
< C I(A" + K)fn~exact - W T(Kn~cOMP + AKn)Wn"'comp
" C||(A n + K" n)pn,exact _k"W p |
<- Cik nA + VTKn~f~ om - T11 i~nc
< C|" - WTknWconp(
K C l?|+|W kW f. (5.31)
But
HJ T AknW/nt' I | | AknWc 1||
< ||HknW-n,exact -z
< |sk"Wy 'exact 11 +
KnW (pn,exact -n comp
||AKnW( nexact - 5n'comp
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Now,
IIAknW-nexactI ± B IAkn nexact - ncornp (5.32)
Given that we must satisfy the basic requirement that flAk"jj decreases mono-
tonically with increasing n, we may combine Equations (5.31) and (5.32) to obtain
_n,exact _n comp ~n|+ ||AKnWpn+exact
1- CjAKnoll
for n > no, where no is sufficiently big to make the denominator positive. Then,
for the rate of convergence to remain unchanged as a result of compression, we see
that the compression threshold must be controlled so that the term |AknWI 1
exhibits behavior similar to | i.e.
AKnW' h ,exact 11 < Ch2
Let us now examine the term A "nWfi,,'a in detail. The uncompressed matrix,
kn, is of the form
K 0  Oo'o ,0,1 .- 0,n-1
n 0 01'0 #3 1 ... 01,-I
a n-1,0 n-1,0 n-11 ... n-,n-1
where the submatrices K 0 , y 'I', aj,0 and /jj'' respectively have entries of the form
Ko= J KY9) o,k(l)$o,'( )dS(fdS (Y) ; k E K(O),lk' E K(O)
S S
Y0'j, = JJ K( Y) O,k(X) V,,m, (V) dS(7)dS() ; k E K(O), m' E M(j')
S S
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o'k, = fJ K(- Y) j,m(X) O0,k'(y) dS() dS) ; m E M(j), k' E K(0)
S S
= f K(, ) j,m( ) ji,m,()dS(7)dS(-) ; mE M(j),m' E M(j').
S S
Since the blocks KO, 70' and ajG represent only CN out of the total of N 2 entries,
we will suppose that the compression operation is restricted to the blocks /3j'. Then
the only nonzero blocks in Ak" are the submatrices, A3jj', which represent those
portions of /jpj' that are discarded during compression.
Now recall that Wyn'euac has blocks of wavelet coefficients, which behave as
|jexact|| < Ch 
.
We take advantage of this fact by absorbing the h term into the submatrices, so
that
Ak"Wfpn,exact = K ji
where
1
K = nihn
0
0
0
0
0
h~ j3 1 '0
h 2A/3- 1 ,0
0j~lO
0
hj A1 30'
hiA431' 1
1i # -li
and
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- - 0
- h - -_A#O'n-l
h 2- iA#1-l"
f
1 2
-2hn
0
0--0,exact
h- 21,exact
-2 n-1,exactn-17r7
(5.33)
with n > 0. The rescaled vector, f, then behaves as
1 n-i
||<| C-i hi (h ||y2eXaci )
j=0
W Che
We must therefore control the submatrices A#j'j' such that
||KII < C. (5.34)
Using Schur's Lemma [28], Equation (5.34) will be satisfied if there exists a sequence
of positive real numbers, Wk, such that
E |Kk,k' Wk' CWk
k'
k I Wk
k
Vk
Vk'.
Consider a set of weights of the form h', where the exponent s is to be selected
subsequently. The boundedness of K can then be ensured by the conditions
1 n-1
ni hn-2( h ,||Aj'||,h<, < ChsYh~ Zh f" ih - aj'=0
nihn-2 : h II A~j'j'l 11hj < Chj,
j=0
j'=0,1, , n - 1.
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(5.35)
(5.36)
m.
-P Yin
I--
I --
0 pi'i ii0o p'
(a) (b)
Figure 5-2: (a) Compression of submatrices by discarding those entries for which the
distance between basis functions exceeds pJ'i' (b) Bounding the discrete sum by an
integral.
Recall from subsection 5.2 that the submatrix 3j3j' has entries of the form
,jj C hj h ,
M'm - (l,m )r
Let us therefore consider the effect of compressing #iJ'' by discarding all entries
for which lj,;' , exceeds some prescribed value, pj'' (Figure 5-2a). Then
Il j'1'00 a = sup
mEM(j) m' M(j')
< Ch h,
mE M(j)
M/E
ii,),
m'I
YS
M(j')
> Pj'jt
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P
M'
where AS" denotes an elemental area of resolution j'. The terms in the above sum de-
crease monotonically with increasing distance, lj',, between the supports of 4j,m( 7 )
and 'lbj,m, (y). Hence, the sum can be bounded by an integral, as illustrated in Figure
5-2b [36]. This integral has a lower limit, p"', which differs from p i' by one mesh
width, hy, i.e. pij > pi'j + hy. Imposing the added restriction, p"j > Chj, so that
p + Ch, < Cp for p > p,)'', we have
||Aii'|oo < Chh ,-2 su f dS
mEM(j) ] pr
S
< hh q-2 f 27(p + Chj)dp
mE j/ M(j) f, P
Ch hq,-2
< _ - (r > 2). (5.37)
(pOI' )r-2
A similar process gives
sup A 3
m'EM(j') mEM(j)
Ch-2h ,
< hi(5.38)
4(p3Y)r-2
Comparing Equation (5.35) with Equation (5.37), we obtain the condition
1 n-i hPhq+s
n2h;;2 < Oh ; j 0,1, ... , n - 1.
_ (p' )r-2
To satisfy this condition, we require that
h q+shPh C 3
(j~'r-2 <-n2nj
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i.e.
p ' > C(nmh;2h ~hs) r. (5.39)
Similarly, by comparing Equation (5.36) with Equation (5.38), we obtain the
concurrent requirement that
3 - ;__
po;j' > C(n h-2 hP+s-2hs 2 r-2 (5.40)
Equations (5.39) and (5.40) can now be reduced to a single condition, by choosing
s = 1. Then, since we also have pj' > Chi and Pi'l > p' + h , we obtain
r3 -2 q1 '1
p,3 > Cmax (ni h 2 h -h, 1 ) r-2 ,h + hi. (5.41)
n I
This is the condition for compressing the matrix such that the overall convergence
rate for the numerical scheme matches the convergence rate that is obtained when no
compression is performed.
We focus now on the case where
2 <1 p >Iand >1.
r-2- ' r-2 - r-2~
Note that these conditions are satisfied for the values p = 3, q = 2 and r = 4, which
were obtained in subsection 5.2. We may then satisfy Equation (5.41) by choosing
3
pJ'j' > Cn h -hh (5.42)
with C > 1.
Finally, we consider the minimum number of nonzero entries required in the com-
pressed matrix, ftn,comP, by letting the equality hold in Equation (5.42). Let J be the
number of rows in the block /3'. Then the minimum number of entries, vi, that
must be retained in the compressed version of fi#i' is
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y~~~y Crp, h +  )2
min
3
C(nih- hjhj) 2hj2h
3
<Cnh2hn2
Thus, the minimum number of entries, Vmin, that must be retained in kn,mp is
n-1 n-1
Umin =
j=0 j'=O
7
< Cn2 h -2
< C (IogN) 2 N. (5.43)
Equation (5.43) shows that we can make |exajt(7 ) - pcomP(7)| exhibit similar
7
behavior to |1pexac() - p"aPProx() 11 by retaining as few as C(logN) 2 N entries in the
compressed matrix. Thus, because of the boundedness of the operator in Equation
(5.2), we ensure that
Hexact(7) 
- uCO"P(7)J| = T(Ipexact( ) - 1tCOMP(7)f
< C| tex (X) - PICOM ()I
< Ch 2
The analysis developed in this chapter may be readily generalized to higher accu-
racy, higher vanishing moments and in particular, to the Galerkin formulation.
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Chapter 6
Implementation and Numerical
Results
In this chapter we apply the 2-D and 3-D constructions developed in Chapters 3
and 4 to solve electrostatic problem posed as a second kind integral equation. We
demostrate the advantages of using the multiscale wavelet bases for sparsification of
the stiffness matrix.
6.1 Numerical Results for 3-D Computational Prob-
lems
We have implemented our approach for using second generation surface wavelets to
solve integral equations in 3D and verified the theoretical results obtained in Chapter
5 for the spherical mesh shown in Figure 3-5. Our implementation uses a linear inter-
polating surface wavelet basis, as described in Chapter 3, with data structures that
support input meshes of general shape. A description of these data structures may
be found in our previous experimental work [3]. In the present implementation, how-
ever, we compress the matrix according to the theoretically derived, level-dependent,
truncation condition, Eq. (5.42), or using a global compression threshold on the co-
efficients .,m, Eq. (5.42) provides an a-priori method to determine the entries that
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are required in the sparse matrix.
Figures 6-1 (a) and (b) show corresponding compression and convergence results,
which were obtained when our code was validated on a spherical mesh similar to the
one shown in Figure 3-5. Figure 6-1a illustrates the number of entries retained in the
compressed matrix, as a function of N. The figure also shows a curve of the form
7
C(logN)2N, from which we see that the observed results agree well with the theory.
Now consider the effect of compression on the final computed solution, uCOmP(X),
which is given by
UCOmP , comp JK (X, 7 ) ,( ) dS() ; E
k'K(n) s
Figure 6-1 (b) illustrates the behavior of the relative error
U exact (Y) - UCOmP(7
uexact ()
for a typical interior point, as a function of N. Again, we find that the observed
results are in are in excellent agreement with the theoretical O(h2) convergence rate.
Figure 6-2 illustrates the sparsity patterns of the compressed matrices, which were
obtained in the preceding experiments. Note that the symmetry of these patterns rep-
resents the symmetry of the truncation strategy. The matrix coefficients themselves
are non-symmetric because the basis is biorthogonal rather than orthogonal. We
have therefore used a generalized conjugate gradient method to iteratively solve the
non-symmetric system of equations. As expected for second-kind integral equations
the matrices were well conditioned, with condition numbers practically independent
of N. The Krylov subspace iteration therefore converges in only a few iterations.
We now try a more complex mesh, as shown in Figure 6-3, and apply the level
dependent distance criterion developed in Chapter 5. The results for this case are
mixed. Since the course mesh has many corners, then we expect the compression to
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Figure 6-1: Compression of matrix such that the optimal rate of convergence is ob-
tained. (a) Comparison of actual number of entries retained with ((logN) 7/2 N)
prediction. (b) Comparison of actual convergence rate with 0(h2).
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be low at a small level of discretization. As we increase the number of nodes, the
accuracy is nearly 0(h2 ) and the compression of the wavelet method increases to
about 1:100. Most of the bottleneck for compression is located at the low levels of the
mesh (M(0) and K(0)). However, as we increase the order of disretization, the level
dependent distance criterion tends to keep all the entries located at M(0). See the
sparsity patterns in Figure 6-2. In the current implementation, the primary and dual
wavelets only vanish one moment across corners. Compression may be significantly
improved by imposing more vanishing moments across corners. In section 6.2 we
apply wavelets which vanish polynomial on corners.
We now have several options for assembling the stiffness matrix. One option
involves computing the single scale formulation at level V and applying the wavelet
transform is the stiffness matrix. This leads to N 2 for memory storage and O(N 2)
operations.
Another option is to compute the 0((logN)2N) entries directly. The primary
wavelets are computed from a closed form expression. However, to obtain the duals we
have to apply the recursive wavelet approach described in Chapter 5. This approach
leads to 0((logN)jN) memory storage, but more than O(N 2) computations.
Another alternative is to use only the primary scaling functions to compute the
entries of the stiffness matrix. Thus we form a set of Galerkin equations, with the test
functions belonging to the primary wavelet spaces. This formulation allows computing
the integrals directly because the primary functions have a closed form expression.
We may then use a high order quadrature scheme to compute the entries of the
stiffness matrix. This approach leads to 0((logN)2N) for memory storage. The
computational cost varies on the complexity of the mesh, ranging from 0((logN)zN)
or higher.
6.2 2D Galerkin Implementation
We test the linear wavelets introduced in Section 4.2.3 for a 2D problem integral
equation. However, in this case, we form a set of Galerkin equations. This implies
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Figure 6-3: Laplace equation over a semi-regular distributor cap mesh [23]. The
course mesh is highly irregular, but the subdivisions are regular. The figure on the
left is the actual error vs number of unknowns. On the right we have a compression
plot. Notice that as N becomes larger, the compression improves. In particular, for
44,000 nodes we achieve a 1:100 compression. However, due to the presence of corners
in the mesh, compression vs accuracy is not very good at low levels of discretization.
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the test functions belong to the primary wavelet spaces and we avoid altogether the
dual scaling functions. This step will allow us to compute the integrals of the stiffness
matrix directly. More precisely we solve the integral equation
A(X-)p(X-) + p (-) K(-, 7 ) d1P(-Y) = b(X) ; I EF
r
where F is a curvilinear domain in R 2 and K(, ) 1 1 Since A(=) =
} almost everywhere, then we simply replace A(7) with . Thus the discretized
equations are:
n-1
f2j,kj,k (X -+,k O,k(x)
r j=O kGM(j) keK(O)
S K(2 , ) yJ Yj,k) + AOk#0,O(Y) O,i(Y) dPQ )dP(Y)
j=O kCM(j) kCK(O)
b(Y)No1(f) dF(Y) Vi E M(O),
r
n-1
E E -j,k~j,k(X -- Ao k 0,
r j=O kEM(j) kEK(0)
+ J K(Y, ) 5 jkk( ) -E AOakk(y) wz,l(x) dF(y)dF (X)
r j=O kEM(j) keK(O)
= b(Y)wz,i(7) dF(Y) Vi E M(z),
z = 0 ... n - 1
We apply the 2-D multiscale Galerkin method on a discretization of the circle at
several levels of resolution, as shown in Figure 6-4. The asymptotic convergence for
the full BEM matrix is of quadratic order, as expected. However, we do not need to
compute the entire matrix. We apply a similar level dependent distance criterion as
for the 3D case
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Figure 6-4: Multiple regular discretizations of the circle with linear hats wavelets
which vanish first order polynomials around corners.
3
p), ;> Cnih hjh,
where hi is the characteristic mesh width. We only calculate the stiffness matrix
entries which lie inside the distance threshold to obtain a very sparse matrix, see
Figure 6-5. In particular, we retain only O(Nlog 2 (N) 2) entries of stiffness matrix, but
with asymptotic quadratic convergence, as shown in Figures 6-6 (a) and (b). Notice
that for the 2D case, we have not yet proved that this criterion leads to asympotic
convergence, altought it should be straightforward to prove it from the 3D analysis.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this chapter we summarize the thesis and give directions for future work.
7.1 Contributions and Discussion
In this thesis, we have demonstrated the existence of new wavelet constructions for
complex surfaces and shown how their signal processing capabilities can be exploited
in 3D computational modeling. The advantage of using these constructions is that
they combine the multiresolution properties of traditional wavelets with a level of
geometric flexibility similar to that of finite element methods. Thus, in addition to
being a useful tool for geometric representation and solution post-processing in tradi-
tional numerical applications, our investigation has revealed that there are significant
performance benefits to be realized when surface wavelets are applied to partial dif-
ferential equations.
Our work is motivated by the construction of the linear hat wavelets, which where
originally developed by the computer graphic community. However, these linear
wavelets do not form a Riesz stable basis. The stability of the basis is important
for solving PDEs since they relate the continuity and invertibility properties of the
PDE operator to the singular values of the stiffness matrices. In the present work we
show that that linear surface wavelets basis, under a rescaling and a min max condi-
tion on the mesh size h,, is He(S) stable, thus making them suitable for differential
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equations.
We also prove the existence of a wide class of interpolating Multiwavelets over
irregular grids in several dimensions with vanishing moments around corners. Al-
though we explicitly derive 1D and 2D irregular wavelets, it is possible to generalize
these constructions to higher dimensions, in particular volumetric discretizations.
We have shown how to discretize PDEs, both in integral and differential forms. A
detailed analysis and implementation for a model 3D integral equation has revealed
that it is possible to devise numerical schemes where only (((logN)PN) entries of
the matrix have to be computed with respect to the number of unknowns, N. For
smooth surfaces, the accuracy of the numerical schemes is determined by the number
of vanishing moments of the wavelet basis, in the tangential coordinate directions
of the surface. A surface wavelet construction with linear interpolating properties
(i.e. first order vanishing moments for the dual wavelet and at least zeroth order
for the primary wavelet) was shown to produce a scheme with O(h') accuracy for
the characteristic mesh size h,, both in theory and in practice. In principle, the
theoretical proof extends to wavelets with higher order approximation.
We have shown that a wide class of Calder6n-Zygmund integral operators may be
solved with this scheme. This makes it potentially competitive with other methods,
where the expansion must be tailored to the particular operator under consideration.
The wavelet framework also has the advantage that schemes with higher order of
accuracy and coefficient decay can be designed by replacing the wavelet basis with
one that has additional vanishing moments.
The wavelet compression scheme has several limitations, in particular, the Petrov
galerkin formulation with the dual wavelets as test functions. As pointed out in Chap-
ter 6 forming the single scale matrix and then applying the wavelet transform still
requires O(N 2 ) cost. This problem is mitigated by applying the Galerkin formulation
described in Chapter 6 with the test functions as primary wavelets and calculating
the compressed entries of the matrices directly. This allows a 0((logN)PN) algorithm
for fairly irregular surfaces, but not completely irregular.
For completely irregular meshes, the bottleneck lies in the computation of the
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coefficients. This motivates the development of new quadrature schemes which are
operator dependent (cf. Multipole methods). This would lead to new fast schemes
where the wavelet basis increases the rate of decay of the projection coefficients.
It is pointed out that a parallel development to the work in this thesis by Tausch
and White [33] has been in existence. This method combines a polynomial multiscale
basis with multipole expansions. This approach is well suited for solving integral
equations of the first kind over complex geometries in 3D. Similar to the sparsification
approach used in this thesis, this method constructs a multiscale basis with vanishing
moments in 3D which leads to coefficients with fast decay. The multipole expansions
are the used to compute the entries of the stiffness matrix. We briefly describe these
new multiscale constructions.
Let S be the surface of the finite element space Xh which consists of piecewise
constant functions X1, - , XN over flat panels 71, ... , 7TN, thus
Xi(X) =f~ X7j
0 else.
Now embed the surface S in a cube Co at level 0. Divide the cube into eight cubes
at level 1, and so forth. Denote all the cubes which contain part of the surface as
C, = 0,. . . , L and for any cube v E C, let IC, be the non-empty children cubes. With
this formulation the scaling functions and wavelet functions at the bottom level L
may be constructed as
<by'i = qi,jX,,jI i = 1, . .. , vv
TV = qivj~ i =17,... ) WV.
The coefficients qij are obtained from the matrix Q, which in turn is obtained
by the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the multipole moment matrix M,
i.e. Mv = U*EvQv. At higher levels, C1, the basis is constructed from the children
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functions as
'I)v,i E qi, (a,j) 4)c,j, 7 = 1, ... IV
j'ak
TViJ~ Ej qi+v.,(a,)xa,j7 7 , Wv.
3,a
where the coefficients qi,(,,) are similarly obtained from the SVD of the moment
matrix Mv which contains the multipole moments of the functions <%, c' c C,.
The stiffness matrix is then computed by replacing the finite element space Xh
with the multiscale basis in the non-standard form representation [8]. The entries
of the stiffness matrix are efficiently computed by multipole expansions [31]. This
method leads to a sparse representation by only computing the entries of the matrix
inside cubes C, which are "close". In particular, for some practical problems, this
algorithm is near O(N) in cost and storage.
This method is very well suited for solving integral equations of the first kind, it
may be used as an alternative to the method developed in this thesis for more general
kernels by replacing the entries of the moment matrix M, with polynomial moments.
However, in general, new strategies for compression would need to be developed,
which are directly related to the kernel.
The basis formed in this approach also consists of polynomial functions. However,
in contrast to the basis constructed in this thesis, they are not refinable functions
i.e. the general shape of the scaling functions are different at every single scale of
resolution. In addition, they do not have a simple analytical expression and the
complexity of the functions grows with the number of levels. Moreover, an SVD has
to be solved to compute the wavelet basis, which is more expensive than a matrix
inversion.
We summarize the contributions of this thesis:
* The construction of a class of interpolating irregular Multiwavelets in R" which
combine the fast transform, decorrelation and localization properties of wavelets
with the flexibility of finite elements on irregular meshes. These constructions
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may represent polynomials of arbitrary polynomial order. Moreover, we explic-
itly construct irregular Multiwavelets over curves and surfaces with vanishing
moments around corners. In essence these novel constructions allow practical
multiresolution decompositions over irregular meshes.
" Application of interpolating irregular Multiwavelets to solve Calder6n-Zygmund
integral operators. We derive theoretical estimates of convergence under com-
pression in R 3 , more explicity, we show that we may achieve the asymptotic
convergence of the full stiffness matrix with only O(N(logN) 7/ 2 ) entries.
" Implementation of a 3D linear surface Multiwavelet with one vanishing moment
to solve a second kind integral equation over an irregular mesh.
" Implementation of a 2D linear surface Multiwavelet which vanishes global linear
functions around corners to solve a second kind integral equation.
7.2 Future Research
In this thesis we have only explored the surface for the construction and application
of surface wavelets for irregular grids. Future work in this area include the implemen-
tation of higher order wavelets, detailed error analysis of complex geometries and the
development of the variational wavelet finite element approach to solving PDEs.
Implementation of 3D Galerkin Integral Equations. Extension of the 2D code
to 3D for practical applications. In principle, wavelet constructions over multiply
connected domains is possible. However, we have not show an application in this
thesis.
Quadrature Schemes. For Calder6n-Zygmund integral operators, with decaying
singular kernels, we may use expansions of the charge density function (cf. Multipole
Expansions [33]) with close and ffar field effects. This would lead to numerical algo-
rithms which are tailor made for the operator. However, we would have control on the
number of vanishing moments and thus control the rate of decay of the coefficients.
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Construction and analysis of new wavelets. We may further explore the construc-
tion of new wavelets. In particular, the convergence analysis of the cascade algorithm
for the dual scaling functions. This is a better approach than using the dual recursive
wavelet idea used in this paper. These wavelets are useful for wave type problems
where an explicit expression of the primary and dual scaling functions is needed.
Convergence analysis under compression. Analysis of convergence for the Galerkin
formulation for higher order wavelets may give new strategies for higher compression.
Data and graphical compression Wavelets with higher vanishing moments may
achieve greater compression of data. Applications of the surface wavelets developed in
this thesis include data compression over irregular meshes, for example, topographical
data for a terrain, or compression of the mesh itself.
Wavelets applied to finite element variational approach for solving PDEs. Wavelet
transforms on finite element problems do not lead to greater sparsity, in contrast
to boundary element problems, since the stiffness matrix is sparse to begin with.
However, wavelets have been shown to be useful for many finite element problems,
including local refinements and diagonal preconditioning [7]. Due to the adaptive na-
ture of the wavelet constructions we envision the development of adaptive refinement
schemes.
Finite element stiffness matrices become ill conditioned as the number of variables
increase leading to a cost of O(N 2 ) to invert. The wavelet transform inherently sep-
arates operators into different scales of resolution, creating a stiffness matrix which
is diagonally dominant. We may use the wavelet transform to our advantage by
applying a diagonal preconditioner to redistribute the eigenvalues and make them
approximately equal. This has the effect of significantly reducing the condition num-
ber of the stiffness matrix. The whole cost of this algorithm would be near O(N).
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